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CHAPTÜR I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of this Study»- Until the beginning of the present century 
country life has been regarded as satisfactory and well suited to the needs of 
the farming classes. The writings of the Greeks and Romans, the literature 
of the Middle Ages, the works of thinkers down through the nineteenth century 
contain expressions of superlative praise for farm life, for those engaged in 
rural pursuits. .Eulogies on country life have been delivered in many places 
at various times by herioc figures in American history. The distinguished 
American, Thomas Jefferson, considered the farmer to be the most vigorous, 
the most independent, the most virtuous and valuable of citizens, tied to 
2 
his country and wedded to its liberties and interests. 
Up to this century, therefore, the farmer has occupied a position 
. of universal esteem. His hold upon the favorable feelings of Americans was 
^Sorokin. Systematic Source Book in Sociology. In this book, Sorokin presents 
the expressions about farm life which are indicative of the attitudes that 
have been held. On page 31, Plato is quoted to the effect that primeyiirural 
living was a blessed state and way of life, "of which the best ordered of 
existing states is a copy." On page 34, Asistotle is quoted to the effect 
that agriculture ranks first in nature because of its justice, bravery, and 
adventurous quality. On pages 42-43, Cato and Varro state; that the fcural 
population enjoyed better health and vitality than the urban; that the Roman 
way of commending an honest man was by calling him good husbandman, good 
farrier. On page 70, it is mentioned that the European peasant was represented 
in the literature of the Middle Ages, as a model to be followed by other classes. 
On page 75, reference is made to Sir Thomas More, who in his Utopia made 
agriculture an occupation which, for a period of two years, was obligatory 
upon all persons of his ideal society. On page 79, Thomas Hobbes is shown 
to have said that the excessive growth of cities and their satellites are 
factors which cause the dissolution of a commonwealth. On page 83, reference 
is made to Q,uesnay who ranked agriculture above all other social classes, 
and on page 105 to Price who believed that agriculture increased the happiness 
of mankind. On page 131, Mathus' conclusion is given that the biological, 
moral, hygenic conditions of the laboring families in the cities are in¬ 
ferior to those in the families of agricultural workers; that because of this 
town industry should not be encouraged at the expense of country industry. On 
page 133, Voltaire’s notion is given to the effect that the cultivators are 
the foundation of society. 
2 
Sorokin, Systematic Source Book in Sociology, p. 140. 
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scarcely impaired until 1909 when the report of the Country Life Com¬ 
mission aroused the nation into thinking about rural decline. Progressive 
farming populations took up the discussion of country betterment, and even¬ 
tually proposals were made on the inside of the halls of the United States 
Congress and on the outside, which their proponents said would soon bring 
sweet contentment over the countryside. No fair recorder of existing rural 
conditions holds that these prophecies- have been fulfilled, for even now cries 
of distress, raised in mirai regions, are being heard in Congressional corri¬ 
dors, and in the White House. To meet this situation measures adopted in 
the past are being modified, and new remedies, soma of which are revolutionary 
in character, are being proposed. 
It is important that these pj.0posals be thoughtfully searched for 
the effect that they, if adopted, will have upon the Negro farmer. The mere 
number and proportion of Negroes living in rural areas whose interests are 
directly involved mak% this so. In 1930, 9,453,346 Negroes,or 79 per cent 
of all the Negroes in the United States were living within the boundary of 
seventeen southern states, a region whose prosperity is predominantly based 
2 
upon rural interests. 6,449,138 Negroes, or 54 per cent of the Negro 
population of the United States were living in the rural districts of the 
seventeen states. The future vrell-being of so many people being at stake, 
consideration of pending proposals should make a major demand on the abilities 
and energies of friends of the Negro. 
This paper has for its purpose the focusing of attention upon con¬ 
ditions in the cotton-raising section of Georgia. In this area, consisting 
_ 
Gillette, Constructive Rural Sociology, p. 102. 
3 
The seventeen states are: Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, 
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and Nest Virginia. 
3 
of 68 countries, are, according to the 15th Census, 474,093 Negroes. It 
is proposed to state the conditions of agriculture in this area, explain 
.. . .. , proposed, the various remedial measuresweigh them by their adequacy to cope with 
these conditions, and outline the remaining measures that need to be taken. 
Scope of the Study.— The plan suggested in this thesis comprises 
those measures which are calculated to raise the plane of living of Negro 
1 
farmers in the 68 cotton counties of Georgia. The plane of living existing 
among men is a good index of their needs.2 it i8 not assumed that the plane 
living which men attain is i,ha result of a single favorable circumstance, 
as for instance, income. Obviously, the raturai environment, the social 
environment, the efficiency of government, the kind of leadership, the amount 
of income, the opportunities for recreation and education which are publicly 
3 
provided, all have a marked influence upon the plane of life that men attain. 
Moreover, the actual comfort enjoyed by a given family depends hardly less 
upon the amount of its income than upon the wisdom displayed in applying 
it to the diverse wants which it may be made to meet. In considering, there¬ 
fore, the measures already offered, and in presenting others which are 
calculated to meet the needd of the farmer in this area, this paper will deal 
with the influence of such measures upon: (1) income, (2) social environment, 
(3) the efficiency of government, (4) the kind of leadership, (5) education, 
(6) recreational and leisure-time activities. In proportion as these measures 
appear to be logical means to bring about improvements in the six foregoing 
factors, in that proportion they are deemed satisfactory. 
ihe counties were selected on the basis of the number of acres of arable land 
planted in cotton in 1930. All counties having more than 40 per cent, or 
20,00 or more of acres in cotton in 1930 were placed in the list. Appendix A. 
2 T. D. Eliot, American Standards and Planes of Living, pp. 30-40* 
^Natural environment refers to the free gifts of nature; to all cosmic con¬ 
ditions and phenomena 'which exist independent of man’s activity, which are 
not created by man, and which change through their ovin spontaneity. Social 
environment refers to groups of personalities and the methods of living that 
they have evolved. 
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The data of this thesis consists of : (1) a study of the 68 cotton 
counties of Georgia, and (2) the important proposals of congressmen and 
industrialists which have been made on rural matters since 1920. Only that 
information was sought which helps one to understand the needs of Negroes who 
live in rural areas. Information thought to be pertinent to this point, and 
which was gathered to the extent that it was available, consists of:(l) popu¬ 
lation movements by race in cotton counties, (2) the ratio of farmer-owners 
to tenants and laborers, (3) the opportunities of tenants to become inde¬ 
pendent owners, (4) the size and value of landholdings and equipment,(5) 
the credit facilities at the disposal of Negro farmers, (6) the location of 
Negro farmers in respect to highways and markets, (7) the amount of farming 
and managerial skill among Negro farmers, (8) the opportunities for education, 
cultural contact, leisure-time and recreational pursuits, (9) housing and 
sanitation, (10) law and order in rural territories, and (11) the quality 
and quantity of religious and secular leadership. 
The important proposals to meet the needs of farmers to be considered 
here are: (1) the various price-fixing measures proposed in the United States 
Congress, (2) Federal credit agencies, (3) factory farms, (4) chain farms, 
and (5) cooperation. 
Limitation of the Study.- This study is limited by the information 
that was available to the writer. At the outset of this work, the period 
immediately following the Civil War was chosen us the starting point of the 
study of conditions in the several counties. Data was sought on the 12 fore¬ 
going factors for the period 1870-1930 for each of the 68 counties and for 
both/îtfîite and the Negro race, in the belief that the more information that 
could be assembled, the better one could predict trends, and hence the needs 
of Negro farmers. 
Since the data is required by counties and by color, much of the 
5 
searching was necessarily fruitless. In the first place* ;he United States 
Census reports, the principal source of data on several of the topics, are 
not as complete for counties as for the larger areas - States, divisions, 
and for the United States. The size of the population was given by counties 
and by color for each year back to the starting point of the 3tudy. None 
of the other information is so completely given. The Census year 1900, marks 
the beginning of Census reports by counties and by color on some of the 12 
foregoing matters; the years 1910, 1920, and 1930 respectively, are the first 
years other data are reported. In the second place, there have been changes 
in the boundaries of a great number of the counties under study.1 These 
changes complicate the study of values, acreage, and population by making 
it necessary to determine how far the variations shown are due to changes 
in people and methods of living as against mere changes in county boundaries. 
In many instances this cannot be done with accuracy. 
It is not possible, therefore, always to speak with finality and 
assurance. Too much of the data is incomplete and uncertain. And yet there 
is enough and more, as will presently be seen, to form a reference by which 
to interpret the effect of pending proposals, and to furnish a basis for 
the additional measures that are offered herein. 
Methods of Investigation.- This data has been gathered from the 
United States Census reports, tax digests, school superintendents' reports, 
through the conversations and letters of Negro teachers employed in the 
rural schools of many counties, from the Congressional Record, and from 
personal observations made by the writer in the course of four years of 
traveling by automobile through many Georgia counties. At various times, 
the writer has attended conferences of farmers, gatherings of rural teachers, 
and churches located in the open country. Much time has been spent in 
conversation with rural Negro teachers with whom the writer has worked for 
^"Sea Appendix B. 
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more than five years. 
Work Related To this Subject Vfliich Has Been Slone by Others.- 
(1) Dr. Arthur Raper, spending two years in the study of two Georgia counties 
(Greene and Macon), presents in his work, Two Black-Belt Counties, University 
of North Carolina, 1932, an intensive investigation of them. The problem 
engaging Dr. Raper was the loss of large numbers of the population through 
migration by one county during a period in which the other county had ex¬ 
perienced no change. Each county had approximately the same soil con¬ 
ditions. The tenant farm system, crop diversification, schools, plan¬ 
tation management, and the ratio of tenants and croppers to owners, were 
pointed to as the responsible factors in the situation. 
(2) Tuskegee Institute and Alabama Polytechnical Institute jointly are 
undertaking a subsistence homestead project of twenty-five families, which 
involves soil development, and collective farm purchasing and marketing by 
white and Negro farmers. "The project is to be under the direction of a 
manager who is to have special training in agriculture, preferably a college 
1 
graduate, who will also be a homesteader." 
Physical Features of the Cotton Counties.- The area devoted 
principally to cotton in 1930 comprises counties which are located in the 
upper Costal Plain and Piedmont regions of Georgia. These eountiBS, for 
the most part, are contiguous save for a group of counties which extend 
between the two regions. The cotton- producing area has moved somewhat 
north since 1880. This change, shown in Maps TJ,fXU frJV.is commented upon 
in Chapter II. 
The soil of the present cotton counties is predominantly red, being 
pebbly and loamy and having a heavy clay and sand sub-soil. In the lands 
of Georgia, three regions are distinguished, the mountainous, the Piedmont, 
*Tha quotation is taken from a letter received from F. D. Paterson, 
Acting Director Agricultural Department, Tuskegee Institute. 
MAP I 
GEORGIA SOIL DIVISIONS 
7 
MAP II 
COTTON COUNTIES, 1880 
8 
MAP HI 
COTTON COUNTIES, 1909 
United States Census Reports 1910 
9 
MAP IM 
COTTON COUNTIES, 1953 
10 
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and the Coastal Plain. 1’he soils of the mantainuous lands are pre¬ 
dominantly brown and red loam, silicious and sandy; those of the valleys 
alluvial with a clay sub-soil. From the mountain region to the coast, 
the soils are less red and heavy and more sandy and loamy. The less 
heavy soils are more suited to cotton, and where this favorable factor 
is not offset by less favorable factors, these soils give greater yields. 
The principal Georgia crops are cotton and corn, the former being 
the money crop and the latter the food. Until the present time the quantity 
of cotton produced in any year has been dependent upon three conditions, 
namely, the area of the crop, climatic conditions which affect its culti¬ 
vation and development, and the extent to which it is affected by insects 
which prey upon the plant. So pronounced is the influence exerted upon the 
production by the last two conditions that without reference to them a com¬ 
parison of the crops of different years would be incomplete. 
The annual area of the cotton crop is influenced by the price of 
cotton and food stuffs, and by climatic conditions during the preparatory 
stage of the seed bed. Climatic conditions affecting the area may be limited 
to February, March and April. Fall plowing is not generally practiced in 
Georgia. For the most part to turn the light cotton lands under in the fall 
causes them to leach more freely. The stiff, clayey soils that would be 
benefited by early plowing are producing cotton until the middle of December. 
The general preparation of cotton lands is made between February fifteenth and 
April first, and unfavorable weather during this period is certain to in¬ 
fluence the cotton acreage. 
In 1927, Georgia had 7,049 miles of track and 48 steam railroads. 
The State sttood twelfth among all the States in the nation, and second 
2 
among those in the South in railroad mileage. By 1933, the mileage and 
rank had been reduced somewhat, and the number of trains operating daily 
between points had been diminished. In the meantime, however, new highways 
Isee Map III. 
had bean built, local roads improved, bus and truck routes lengthened to 
include places located at distances from railway lines, and hence it is not 
improbable that transportation facilities are more sùited now to the needs 
of the cotton counties. 
The cotton counties are rural counties. They contained in 1930 
only 35 places which had a population of 3,500 persons or more. 33 of these 
places stodd within the 3,500 - 5,000figure, 10 within the 5,000-10,000,and 
3 above the 10,000. 
In the next chapter, the findings relative to the living of Negroes 
in cotton counties will be presented. While this cannot be done without 
reference to the plane of living attained by white people in the same area, 
no attempt is made to measure the difference:, since the latter itself suffers 
by comparison with planes of living in many rural and urban areas. The 
findings of the next chapter should challenge those who are interested in 
the improvement of human welfare, for if this is the objective of national 
policy, then it ought logically to begin with those groups of population 
whose welfare is distinctly below the general level. Surely it should do 
nothing that may further depress them. That the Negro farmer in the cotton 
counties of Georgia is among those groups is established beyond a doubt. 
,J^hat some of the proposals now pending and hailed in many quarters as so 
many doves bringing rays of hope to a distressed people may for the Negro 
cotton farmer prove predatory birds coming to plunder his stores and to make 
future gains difficult, is an apprehension not without foundation. 
Moreover, the farms are now rearing a large proportion of the 
future population of our cities. Raising of the migration barriers has made 
this mere true than formerly. It is doubtful if from now on the cities 
would keep up their numbers if they had to depend on their own stock."*- The 
foregoing statements are made in full recognition of the fact that many 
D. Black, Agricultural Reform in the United States, p. 60. 
Negro farmers inhabiting cotton areas are living on a distinctly higher 
plane than are the residents of many quarters of our cities. But slums 
also exist in the country. It goes without saying that the poorest 
sections in the city and the country should be helped most. 
CHAPTER II 
POPULATION AND PROPERTY BT COTTON COUNT! TS 
^he outstanding facts disclosed by this study of Georgia cotton 
bounties are as follows: 
(1) The growing of cotton is shifting from closely-joined lands 
to scattered ai’eas; the color of the population is changing from black 
to white* 
(2) The gains in ownership and the control of land made by both 
Negro and white farm workers are being lost by them, but the Negro is 
losing faster than the white. 
(3) Certain factors are assisting Negro tenants to become land- 
owners, while others are resisting efforts made in this direction. 
(4) The lands of Negro farm owners are not contiguous, and not 
conveniently situated to the better channels of transportation. 
Shifting Cotton Areas.- A period of 8 or 9 years following 1909 
was the most flourishing period for cotton since the Civil War. In 1880, 
the counties composing the cotton region ware situated in the Piedmont area 
and in a circular portion of the upper Costal Plain extending into the 
southwestern corner of the Stated By 1909 the region, having become larger 
and denser, comprised almost a solid area of contiguous counties occupying 
all of Georgia save the small mountain and coast areas. By 1933 the cotton 
area had narrowly contracted in the central and southern parts and increased 
slightly in the northern part. Maps I, II, III and IV show these changes. 
The boll-weevil, the migration, falling prices for farm products, and the 
demand for industrial labor are given as causes for changes which have taken 
^The 68 counties being studied. 
14 
place in the last fifteen or twenty years* 
Change of Color from Black to White*- This change of color from 
2 
dark to light is the significant fact about the population movement* 
Since 1870 the boundaries of many counties have changed, and 10 
new countied have been formed. For this reason it is not possible to tell 
with accuracy the per cent of increase of population that has taken place 
in the cotton-growing region» An indication, however, is gained from a 
Reference to population changes of the State as a whole, and from a review 
of sample counties whose boundaries have not changed* There were in 1930 
more people living in Georgia than at any other time before. According to 
census reports the total population of Georgia increased from 1,184,109 in 
1870 to 2,908,506 in 1930, a gain of 145*6 per cent. The rate of increase 
by decades, however, has not been the same. A glance at Table I shows that 
the population has grown at a diminishing speed. 
Three things are noted about the changes in the Negro and white 
population respectively. First of all the white population has increased 
each decade up to and including 1930, while the Negro population, after 
having grown to the year 1920, took a turn downward in the following de¬ 
cade. In the second place, the rate of increase for both races has been 
smaller almost every decade since 1870, but the speed of increase by the 
white population has exceeded that of the Negro in each decade save 1870- 
1880* Finally, while during the two decades 1910-1920-1930 the white 
population was experiencing a 17 per cent and an 8 per cent gain respectively, 
the Negro population was enduring a 2.5 per cent gain and an 11 per cent loss. 
The facts are shown in Table II and Maps V, VI, and VII* 
1. 3. Lewis, The Mobility of the Negro* New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1931, pp. 21, 116* 
A. A. Raper, The Two Black Belt Counties,Chapel Hill; University of North 
Carolina Press, 1932, p. 27. 
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RATE OF INCREASE OF GEORGIA POPULATION BY RACE AND RATIO OF PER CENT OF 
WHITE POPULATION TO NEGRO POPULATION, 1870-1930 
Minus sign (-) indicates decrease 
Rate of Increase Ratio of Per 
YEAR Population By Decades 
Cent of In¬ 








1930 1,836,974 1,071,125 
1920 1,689,070 1,206,365 
1930-1920 8.0 -11.0 
1910 1,431,802 1,176,987 
1920-1910 17.0 2.5 6.8 
1900 1,181,294 1,034,813 21 
1910-1900 i t 21.00 13.0 1.6 
1890 978,357 858,815 
1900-1890 20.0 20.0 1.0 
1880 816,906 725,133 
1890-1880 19.0 18.0 1.05 
1870 638,926 545,142 
1880-1870 28.0 33.0 .84 
Compiled from U. S, Cansus Reports. 
MAP V 
PER GENT OF NEGROES IN TOTAL POPULATION OF GEORGIA, 
BY COUNTIES, 1910 
1 1 Leas than 12 1/2 ? 
0 12 1/256 to 25?, 
25? to 37 1/2 ? 
37 1/2? to 50? 
50 ? to 62 1/2? 
62 1/2? to 75? 
75? and above 
United States Census Reports of 1910 
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MAP VI 
PER GENT OF NEGROES IN TOTAL POPULATION OF GEORGIA, 
BY COUNTIES. 1920 
Less than 12 1/2$ 
12 1/2$ to 25$ 
25$ to 57 1/2$ 
37 1/2$ to 50$ 
50$ to 62 1/2$ 
62 1/2$ to 75$ 
75$ and above 
United States Census Reports of 1920 
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MAP VII 
PER GENT OF NEGROES IN TOTAL POPULATION OF GEORGIA, 
BY COUNTIES, 1950 
20 
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In order to indicate what population changes are taking place 
within the counties themselves, a detailed examination of the population 
movement of 4 counties whose boundaries have not changed during the period 
of study are presented hare to supplement Maps V, VI, and VII, The counties 
though selected at random, nevertheless represent every section of the cotton¬ 
growing region. 
In Calhoun county (Table III), a county of more than 63 per cent 
Negro in 1870, the population of both races has grown during the period 
1870-1830; the white by 55 per cent, the Negro by 105 per cent, ’’/hits the 
rate of increase has not been constant for either race, the Negro population 
has increased at a faster pace in every decade save two, 1910 was the year 
of the greatest Negro population. From 1910 to 1920, Negro numbers fell 
by 16 per cent, but climbed upward again by 5 per cent in the following 
decade, a decade in which, incidentally, the number of white people were 
falling by 1.3 per cent. This, therefore, is a county which, contrary 
to the tendency of all the cotton counties as a whole, has become darker. 
Coweta county (Table IV), a county 50 par cent Negro in 1870, 
has experienced during the period 1870-1930 a growth of 35 per cent among 
its Negro population and 82 per cent among its white. From 1870 to 1900, 
the Negro rate of growth increased at a faster pace than the white. 1910 was 
the census year of greatest Negro population. Since 1910 the fact that 
Negro numbers have been sharply declining while those of the white continued 
rising classifies this county as one of those growing lighter. It now 
takes its place as one of the counties whose white population exceeds the 
Negro.. 
Elbert and Henry counties are two other counties which in 1870 
has a larger Negro population, but vfaich by 1930 had acquired a larger white. 
Tables V and VI show what has been going on in them* 
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TABLE III 
RATE OF INCREASE OF POPULATION OF CALHOUN COUNTY BY 
RACE, AND RATIO OF PER CENT OF INCREASE OF ’'/HITS POPULATION. 
TO NEGRO POPULATION — 1870 - 1930. 




Rate of Increase 
By Decades 
Per Cent Per Cent 
White Negro 
Ratio of Per 
Cant of In¬ 
crease of White 
Population to 
Negro Population 
1930 3,145 7,431 
1920 3,187 7,020 
1930-1920 -1.3 5.0 
1910 2,973 8,361 
1920-1910 7.0 -16.0 
1900 2,399 6,875 
1910-1900 23.0 21.0 1.09 
1890 2,239 6,199 
1900-1890 7.0 10.0 .70 
1880 2,354 4,670 
1890-1880 —4.0 32.0 
1870 2,026 §,477 
1880-1870 16.0 34. .47 
Compiled from U. S, Census Reports 
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TABLE IY 
RATS OF INCREASE. OF POPULATION OF COWETA 
COUNTY BY RACE, AND RATIO OF PER CENT OF INCREASE 
OF WHITE POPULATION TO NEGRO POPULATION 
1870 - 1930 




Rate of Increase 
By Decades 
Per Cent Per Cent 
White Negro 
Ratio of Per Cent 
of Increase of 
White Population t< 
Negro Population 
1930 14,298 10,828 
1920 13,419 15,599 
1930-1920 6.0 -30.0 
1910 12,531 16,267 
1920-1910 7.0 -4.0 
1900 10,759 14,220 
1910-1900 16.0 14.0 1.1 
1890 9,740' 12,612 
1900-1890 10.0 12.0 .0 
1880 9,305 11,797 
1890-1880 4.0 6.0 .66 
1870 7,856 8,019 
1880-1870 18.0 47.0 .38 
Compiled from U. S. Census Reports. 
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TABLE V 
RATE OF INCREASE OF ELBERT COUNTY BY RACE, 
AND RATIO OF PER CENT OF INCREASE OF WHITE POPULATION TO 
NEGRO POPULATION 
1870 - 1990 
Minus sign (-) indicates decrease 
Rate of Increase Ratio of Per Cent 
By Decades of Increase of 
Population Per Cent Per Cent White Population 
Year White Negro White Negro to Negro Populat 
1920 10,949 7,535 
1920 13,112 10,726 
1930-1920 -16.0 -29.0 
1910 12,041 12,082 
1920-1910 8.0 -11.0 
1900 9,936 9,792 
1910-1900 21.0 23. .91 
1890 7,492 7,884 
1900-1890 32.0 24.0 1.3 
1890 6,085 6,872 
1890-1880 23.0 14.0 1.6 
1870 4,386 4,863 
1880-1870 38.0 41.0 .92 
Compiled from U. S. Census Reports* 
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TABLE VI 
RAT 3 OF INCREASE OF POPULATION OF HENRY 
COUNTY BY RACE, AND RATIO' OF PER CENT OF INCREASE OF 
WHITE POPULATION TO NEGRO POPUIATION 
1870 - 1930 
Minus sign (-) indicates decrease 
Rate of Increase Ratio of Per Cent 
By Decades of Increase of White 
Population Per Cent Per Cant Population to Negro 
Year White Negro White Negio Population 
1930 8,010 7,914 
1920 9,979 10,439 
1930-1920 -19.0 -24.0 
1910 9,743 10,184 
1920-1910 2.0 2.0 
1900 9,213 9,389 
1910-1900 5.0 8.0 .62 
1890 8,629 9,591 
1900-1890 6.0 23.0 .26 
1880 7,961 10,090 




26.0 62.0 .41 
Compiled from U. S. Census Reports* 
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Grades of Negro Farmers and the System Under Which They Work»- 
Since the nature of the formal organization by which men are bound weight! 
heavily in the way they fare, it is proper at this point to indicate in 
outline certain characteristics.of the system of farming which has evolved 
in cotton counties. The story of farming in the deep South is principally 
a 3tory of the relations among landlords, tenants, farm laborers or wage 
hands, and supply merchants. Each is an institution in itself, deeply 
rooted in tradition, and sustained by circumstances, crude and curious. 
Landlords are of two types, absentee-owners and owner-overseers. Tenants 
of the South are standing or cash renters, share renters or croppers. Farm 
laborers or wage hands are landless workers who receive wages for their work. 
A better picture of these relations is presented in the- classification below. 
At the bottom of the farming ladder stands the wage hand. He 
contributes nothing to the relationship between the landlord and himself 
save his labor. Croppers are about in the same category, for the fertilizer 
which they contribute is usually "stood for" or furnished by the landlord, 
and its cost plus interest taken later from the cropper’s share of the crop. 
In practice about the only difference between the cropper and the wage hand 
is tte period of employment. The one works the year round, the other as 
his services are needed. The income which each receives is usually in the 
form of "advances". By the time the salary of the wage hand is due or the 
crop tended by the dropper is harvested, the value o? each has usually been 
advanced in provisions of one sort or the other - often over-advanced - and 
tie farm worker who hopes and imagines he is about to feel the tingle of 
coin, discovers instead more obligations to he fulfilled. 
Book-keeping has for the most part been done by the creditor, the 
debtor in the meantime trusting his memory. Dr. Y/oofter writes of landlords 
Tflfao through this system habitually "farm their Negroes rather than their land", 
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TABLE VII 
GRADES OF NEGRO FARMERS AND THE SYSTEM UNDER 




1 Relations With The Landlord 
«Landlord’s Returns : Landlord’s Services Tenant's 
Farmers - t i • : • 
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Cash or Stand¬ 
ing Renter /Fixed amount in 













(One-fourth or (House (Seeds 
Share Renter (one-third of (Fuel (Work Stoek 
(or op (One-fourth or one- 












(Fuel (One-half of 
(Work Stock (fertilizers 
(Foed for Work Stock 
(Seed 
(One-half of fertilizers 
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but adds that their number is not in the major!tyi 
The making of advances becomes more or less necessary in a system 
organized to produce much cotton and little food stuffs. The supply merchant 
is, consequently, a man or business of no small meaning. His functions are 
considered useful; tenants wanting in food and other necessities must turn 
somewhere. That abuses of the system occur is cause far constructive attention, 
for they not only nurture general resentment among tenants but hinder honest, 
well-meaning men from securing workers who are genuinely interested in the 
product of the soil. The tenant population, becoming restless, keeps on the 
of this movement 
move from plantation to plantation. In the wake/follows the disintegration 
of community life, the breakdown of hope, the destruction of cultural values, 
and those viio hope to have found a richer rural life among Negroes see their 
accomplishments shrink and disappear. 
Criticism of the system, however, is not all in the negative. Only 
the abuses which the system allows are proper subjects for denunciation, for 
in spite of lack of skill and means on the part of former slaves to manage 
successfully a farm, many have been schooled by the system and helped to 
ownership in a short period of time. Kindly-inclined landlords and merchants 
have been great teacchers who have done much to start the Negro farmer for- 
g 
ward. As Dr. W* Ü. B. DuBois puts it: 
"A thrifty Negro in the hands of well-disposed landlords 
and honest merchants early became an independent landowner. A shiftless, 
ignorant Negro in the hands of unscrupulous landlords or Sh^locks, be¬ 
came something worse than a slave. The masses of Negroes between the 
two extremes fared as chance and the weather let them." 
Loss of Rank by Negro Farmers.- The ownership and the control of 
l 
land is particularly significant in an area essentially rural where the 
J. Woofter, The Basis of Racial Adjustment, Boston: Guinn & Company, 
1925, p. 88* 
%, 12. B. DuBois, ’’The Negro Landholder in Georgia”, Bulletin of the 
United States Department of Labofc, Number 35. 
well-being of the population is dependent upon the products of the soil. 
This region with only 35 places of 2,500 population or more, is such an 
area. Consequently, the relation of men to the soil is of first importance 
For purposes of comparison, let us first of all note what is 
raking place in other places. Table VIII shows that ownership has in¬ 
creased at a greater rate in the South than in other divisions for the 
period 1900 to 1920. Since 1920 there has been a loss in both white and 
Negro ownership, but the Negro has been losing faster than the white* Land 
ownership in the United States among Negroes had its birth in the border 
states and north of the Mason and Dixon line, but by 1920 its center had 
become the Southern States^ Of the 13,948,512 acres owned by Negroes in 
the United Stated in 1930, 13,414,106 or 96.2 per cent were in the South* 
In 1900 the proportion of Negro owners in the Southern states was large, 
95*54 per cent, but by 1920 it had reached 97.14 per cent* The gain ha3 
not only been in the South, but in four states of the South* A reference 
to Table VIII shows these four states to be South Carolina, Georgia, 
Louisiana, and Texas* 
Since 1920 appalling losses have been sustained by these states* 
Florida alone being the only state that has not suffered a decline in the 
last decade. For the reasons indicated at the beginning of this chapter, 
the period 1920 to 1930, and particularly 1920 to 1925 may be considered 
abnormal. Note the growth up to 1920 in Table IX. 
Map VIII shows losses in ownership and management; it does not 
show how these losses affect the proportion of owners, managers, tenants, 
and laborers in the agricultural population. Information on the latter 
^Negro Year Book. 1925-26, p. 378. 
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TABLE VIII 
PER CENT INCREASE OF FARM OWNERS AND MANAGERS 
BY RACE IN SOUTHERN STATES 
1910-1930 1920-1930 
Minus sign (-) indicates decrease 










Southern States 3.5 -6.1 4.1 -6.0 -0.15 -12.3 
South Atlantic 2.6 -0.9 2.9 -2.3 0.9 -5.6 
Virginia 2.3 4.0 4.4 2.9 -4.0 6.4 
-North Carolina 4.1 1.5 4.0 2.7 -4.1 -1.7 
South Carolina 5.1 -12.6 1.9 -7.5 11.8 -19.9 
Georgia 3.6 -16.5 4.0 -10.0 2.7 -22.3 
Florida 9.9 14.1 16.1 15.2 -14.1 5.8 
East South Central 3.0 -6.2 4*1 4.2 -5.2 -12.4 
Kentucky 5.3 1.9 5.7 -2.1 -10.3 -7.3 
Tennessee 2.7 0.3 3.6 0.1 -8.0 -6.9 
Alabama 36.0 -13.8 45.7 -12.9 1.2 -15.0 
Mississippi -1.4 -10,1 1.7 —8.8 -7.0 19.1 
West South Central 5.3 -11.1 5.7 -10.0 3.1 -13.2 
Oklahoma 9.4 -13.© 13.0 -12.4 -14.3 -10.0 
Arkansas 5.6 -17.0 5.7 -14.8 5.1 -30.5 
Louisiana 7,8 -8.4 8.9 -5.6 2.6 -15.3 
Texas 2.8 -8.9 1.9 -7.7 12.2 -18.0 
Compiled from U. S. Census Reports. 
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TABLE DC 
GROWTH OF OWNERS, MANAGERS, TENANTS IN GEORGIA 
BY RACE 
1900 - 1930 
Minus sign(-) indicates decrease 
OWNERS 
Per Cent of Per Cent 
Total Number Increase by 
Year Number Decades 
Total White Negro White Negro White Negro 
1930 79,802 68,721 11,081 87.4 12.6 
1920 102,123 86,081 16,042 84.3 15.7 
193Œ-1920 -20.0 -30.0 
1910 91,607 
1920-1910 




75,154 11,375 87.2 12.8 
-1.6 38.0 
1906—1930 -10.9 •*3 • 5 
MANAGERS 
1930 1,406 1,334 72 94.9 5.1 
1920 3,650 1,448 207 94.4 5.6 
1930-1920 -7.0 -65.0 
1910 1,419 
1920-1910 




1,394 208 87.1 12.9 
-7.0 -40.0 
1900-1930 -4.3 -65.3 
TENANTS 
1930 174,490 98,754 75,636 56.8 43.2 
1920 206,954 93,016 113,938 44.9 55.1 
1930-1920 6.1 33.0 
1910 190,954 
1920-1910 




63,317 71,243 47.1 52.9 
33.0 49.0 
1900-1930 55.9 5.1 
Compiled from U, S. Census Reports. 
MAP VIII 
NEGRO OWNERS AND MANAGERS IN GEORGIA, PER GENT GAIN 
OR LOSS DURING PERIOD 1920-1925 
Gain of less than 10$ 
Ef Gain of 10$ to 20$ 
Gain of '20$ to 50$ 
Loss of less than 10$ 
Loss of 10$ to 20$ 
Loss of 20$ to 30$ 
Loss of 30$ to 40$ 
Loss of 40$ and over 




condition is important, for it will indicate the condition of the popu¬ 
lation which is left behind# Table X shows that there have been losses 
1 
among tenants and wage-hand groups also; it presents data showing that 
there have been gains in tenants in some of the states. It is worth 
knowing where the gains in the latter are issuing, for if they are coming 
upward from the wage-earning class, gains are being made toward ownership, 
but if they are falling downward from the ranks of owners, the picture is 
less bright. 
Alabama's Negro farming population 10 years old and over, shows, 
during this period, loss of owners, a loss of managers, no change in tenants, 
and a loss in laborers. Losses of numbers of the other three groups while 
the number of tenants remained unchanged raises the proportion of tenants 
among Negroes engaged in agriculture. Tenants, 33.5 per cent of farm 
workers in 1920, became 35.1 per cent of them in 1930. In the meantime, 
the proportion of owners and managers had dropped 0.3 per cent and 0.07 
per cent respectively, and that of laborers, 1.1 per cent. That many of 
these Negroes gave up agriculture in Alabama is shown by the decrease from 
232,215 to 221,796 in the number of Negroes engaged in farming. That some 
of these going out of agriculture were owners, managers, and laborers is 
undisputed, but it is equally certain that many tenants also migrated to 
other regions, even though the aggregate number of tenants in Alabama 
^The figures for the agricultural population as they are given in the 
1920 and 1930 census reports are not comparable, since the former in¬ 
cludes in the agricultural population the items: "fishermen,""lumbermen^and 
"turpentine workers," while the latter does not. To make the figures 
comparable these items were eliminated in the 1920 figures which are 
quoted in ou* table. 
A somewhat different method was used to make the figures given for 
"laborers" in the two reports comparable. In 1930, the census gives one 
figure for "laborers" bich includes family workers who receive no pay 
as well as hired workers. In 1920 each type of 'worker is listed separately 
as, "home farm," "working out," "garden laborer," and so on. In order to 
present a figure therefore for 1920 which is comparable to that given in 
TABLE X 
NEGROES 10 YEARS AND OVER IN AHRICULTUKE IN EIGHT SOUTHERN STATES. . . NUMBER AND PER CENT OWNERS, MANAGERS, 
TENANTS .AND LABORERS - 1920-1930 
Negroes 10 yrs. 
& Over in Agri* 
culture 1930 
Alabama Florida Georgia Louisana Mississippi S. Carolina Texas Virginia 
221.796 56.067 226.274 159.124 362.740 212.273 167,087 82.232 
1920 2,215 44,013 314 323 159,036 326,783 277,872 172,003 92,210 
Owners 1930 15,920 5,560 11,080 10,488 22,650 15,992 20,636 24,448 
1920 17,201 6,320 16,040 10,975 23,130 22,759 23,519 30,908 
per 5ent 1930 7.1 9.9 4.8 6.5 6.2 7.5 12.3 29.7 
1920 7.4 14.3 5.1 6.9 7.0 8.2 13.0 33.5 
Managers 1930 22 88 72 54 69 71 87 79 
1920 126 101 207 92 192 183 133 197 
Per Cent 1930 .009 0.1 .03 ,01 .02 .03 •05 .09 
1920 .09 0.2 •06 .05 .05 .07 .07 •02 
Tenants 1930 77,879 5,362 75,635 160,169 61,362 65,330 65,339 15,148 
1920 77,873 6,533 113,929 50,969 137,697 86,063 54,945 16,123 
Per Cent 1930 35.1 9.5 33.4 39.7 44.1 28.8 39.1 18.4 
1920 33.5 14.8 36.2 32.0 42.1 30.9 31.9 17.4 
Laborers 1930 127,931 44,713 139,615 85,103 180,554 137,647 80,487 46,104 
1920 136,580 30,259 181,668 95.129 168,258 163,866 90,824 46,669 
Per Cent 1930 57.7 79.7 61.7 5l.4 49.8 64.8 48.1 56.0 
1920 58.8 67.7 57.8 59.8 50.1 60.5 52.8 50.6 
Compiled from U* S. Census Reports. 
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ramainedunchanged. '‘•his being so, some of the numbers from the other 
groups have shifted into the tenant group» How many farmers shifted and 
from what groups they came cannot be determined with accuracy, but knowing 
the condition of the time, one in which agriculture was depressed, one is 
safe to believe that more owners and managers went downward than farm 
laborers came upward* 
Florida has a loss of owners, a loss of managers, a loss of 
tenants, and a gain of laborers. There are three sources from which the 
gain shown in the laboring class mirht have come; from the number of owners, 
managers, and tenants who lost their holdings, from children of farm 
families who in 1920 were under 10 years of age, or from outsiders who 
came into agriculture. The latter two sources are possible because the 
agricultural population increased from 44,031 to 56,067 during the period. 
However, the increase may be accounted for, the fact remains that losses 
have taken place in the upper ranks of Negro farmers, and their proportion 
to their population has fallen. 
Georgia suffered a loss in every farm class. This can mean but 
one thing, namely, that Georgia Negroes are going out of agriculture. A 
second glance at the figures shows also thaï-, although they are going out 
of agriculture, they are not going out of each group in the same proportion. 
Negro owners were 5.1 per cent of their farm population in 1920 and only 
4.8 per cent in 1930; managers were.06 per cent in 1920 and only .03 per 
cent in 1930; tenants were 36.2 per cent in 1920 and only 33.4 par cent in 
1930, hut laborers who were 57,8 per cent in 1920 became 61.7 per cent 
in 1930. Here again, therefore, the trend is downward and away from the 
direction of ownership* 
1930 it was necessary to add each item denoting workers either on the 
"home farm" or on other farms. This was done: only fishermen, lumbermen, 
and turpentine workers being excepted. While the results cannot be vouched 
to be absolutely accurate it is believed that the percentage of error is 
negligible. 
lA.A.Raper.Two Black-Belt Counties, Chapel Hill Univ. of N. Carolina Press, 
1932, pp. 
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South Carolina and Virginia show losses in the number of their 
owners, managers, tenants, and laborers, but gains in the proportion of 
laborers in their respective groups. In these States, then, the downward 
trend is in evidence also. Virginia, however, shows a slight trend upward 
from the laboring classes since there was a small gain of 1.0 per cent in 
the proportion of her tenants. 
In Louisiana, Mississippi, and Testas the upward trend is more 
marked. iSach of these states showed losses in the proportion of their 
laborers and gains in the proportion of their tenants. Their losses in 
owners and managers were less than one per cent. Hence, it can safely be 
said that these are three states in which the farming population is shifting 
both ways, downward and upward. 
A closer study of Georgia is revealing. Negroes lost in owners, 
managers and tenants during the decade 1920-1930; white people lost in 
ov/ners and managers but gained in tenants. Negro owners, 15.7 per cent of 
all owner-cultivators in 1920, dropped to 12.6 per cent in 1930j a loss 
of 3.1 per cent. White owners, 84,3 per cent of this group in 1920, be¬ 
came 87.4 per cent of it in 1930, a gain of 3.1 per cent. Moreover, the 
census figures for 1930 show that the Negro, 50*31 per cent of the entire 
agricultural population of the State 10 years and over, is but 4.89 per 
cent of the owners. Such a relatively small number of Negro owners in 
his great population can mean but one thing, namely, that white people 
own the land and Negro people v/ork it. Such losses by Negro oYmers and 
gains by white owners set in relief the fact that while both Negro and 
white farmers are losing ownership of the land, the Negroes are losing 
faster than the farmers of the other race. 
Tables XI and XII show how men are related to the soil in 4 
counties Yvhose boundaries have not changed since 1870. Situated as they 
TABLE XK 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF THE CLASSES OF FARMERS AMONG GAINFUL FARM WORKERS, BY RACE - FOUR COUNTIES 
1930 









Tenant s Cropp ers 
Other 
Tenants 
















White 543 113 20.8 18 3.31 7 1.28 269 49.5 89 17. 159 35.3 21 2.4 




1192 47.5 265 11. 836 35. 91 4.C 
Coweta 
White 1,860 398 21.3 56 3.0 30 1.6 662 35.5 136 9.5 386 20.3 140 5.* 
Negro 3, 241 72 2.2 19 .58 4 .12 1039 32.0 753 1.5 793 26.0 193 4.5 
Elbert 
White 2,119 520 24.5 68 3.2 3 .14 839 39.5 29 1.6 416 19.6 394 18. a 
Negro 2,141 66 3.0 20 .93 
' mm 
9. . ’ 911 42.5 19 .9 603 28.2 289 13. 2 
Henry 
White 2,126 438 20.6 87 4.09 1 
.,04 815 38.4 156 5.4 484 30.0 175 5.C 
Negro 2,977 61 2.0 21 .70 1131 39.0 33 .9 980 31.7 118 6.1 
Compiled from U. S. Census Reports 
TABLE XII 
FULL OWNERS, PART OWNERS, MANAGERS, TENANTS, PER CENT BY RACE - FOUR COUNTIES 
1925-1930 
Full Part AU* Cash Tenants Croppers Other Tenants 
Owners Owners Managers Tenants of all Tenants of allTenants of all Tenants 
pgr "Cent1 par 'Cent Per Cent Per Cent per Cent per Cent per Cent 
Counties 1930 1925 1930 1925 1930 1925 1930 1925 1930 1925 1930 1925 1930 1925 
Calhoun 
White 78*0 85.1 90. 60. 87.5 100. 18.5 22.1 23.8 36.6 16.0 15.6 18.8 47.9 
Negro 22,0 14.9 10. 40. 12.5 - 81.5 77.9 76.2 63.4 84.0 84.4 81.2 52.1 
Coweta 
White 84.7 88.8 74.7 63.2 88.2 100. 39.0 43.8 72.0 70.7 32.8 37.6 42.1 53.4 
Negro 15*3 11.2 22.7 17.9 - - 45.2 49.2 39.6 50. 59.1 55.1 42.3 43.4 
Elbert 
White 88.8 88.2 77.3 82.1 100. 100. 54.8 50.8 60.4 50. 48.9 44.9 57.7 56.6 
Negro 11.2 11.8 22.7 17.9 - - 45.2 49.2 39.6 50. 59.1 55.1 42.3 43.4 
Henry 
White 87.8 88.9 80.6 77.2 100. 100. 41.9 48.0 82.6 33.1 38.0 59.7 86.6 65.5 
Negro 12.3 11.1 19.4 22.8 - - 58.1 52.0 17.4 13.4 66.9 40.3 62.0 33.5 
Compiled from U. S* Census Reports* 
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are they represent every section of the cotton region. Although the 
population of three of these counties is more than 50 per cent white, 
Negroes compose more than 50 per cent of all persons 10 years old and 
over engaged in agriculture in them. The outstanding facts disclosed in 
the tables are: (l) The white people control the land in every county. 
In Calhoun county this is particularly true, for there the white agri¬ 
cultural population l/5th the size of the Negro, contains more than 80 
per cent of the owners. (2) From 2/5ths to 1/2 of those engaged in agri¬ 
culture, both black and white, are tenants and the overwhelming number of 
tenants are croppers. Among the Negro group, croppers constitute from 
2/3rds of all tenants in Elbert county to 7/sths in Henry. White croppers 
are from 1/2 of all tenants in Elbert county to 59.38 in Henry.(3)ln the 
period 1920-1930, the few Negro owners seemed to have fared somewhat better 
than the whites, for there was a slight increase among Negro owners in two 
of the counties, whil9 all four counties showed decreases in white owner¬ 
ship. This increase does not necessarily mean, however, that individual 
Negro owners fared better, for it is possible that the land has changed 
hands. 
However, these latter figures are interpreted, the story of these 
counties is told, so far as Negroes sore concerned in this one fact, namely, 
that 40 per cent and more of the Negro farm population are tenants, and 
66 per cent and more of the tenants are croppers.. 
Color Versus Money in the Purchase of Land.- The fact that 50.31 
per cent of all Georgia farmers are Negroes, and only 4.89 per cent of the 
Negroes are owners leads to an inquiry of the place of color in the purchase 
of land. This inquiry will be done by isolating for the puspose of study 
those counties in which Negroes own land to any appreciable extent, in 
order to learn what factors favorable to Negro ownership are present in 
46 
them which are not found in other areas* 
In 1930, although Negroes were distributed throughout Georgia, 
there being but five counties with no owners, they were most numerous in 
26 counties of the stateJ Seven of these counties contained from 100- 
125 Negro owners, 5 from 125-150, 7 from 150-200, and 7 more than 200* 
In these counties, comprising approximately l/6th of the area of the 
State, 40.7 per cent of the Negro farm owners were located: On Map VIII 
the distribution of Negro owners and managers in 1930 and of the slave 
population in 1850 are shown. The area denoting the centers ofmthe Negro 
owners today and the slave population of 1850 correspond. Kiis suggests 
a relationship. Dr. Raper, in his thoroughgoing investigation of Greene 
and Macon Counties, finds that a close connection between the two factors, 
does, in fact, exist. He points out that acquisition of land by Negroes 
g 
is not dependent upon their thrift or financial rating alone? 
"The white nan owns the land and the Negro buys it only when 
some white man wants to sell to him. Just because a white man has 
land for sale does not mean that a Negro, even the one most liked 
and respected by him, much less just any Negro, can buy it. Whether 
a particular Negro could buy a particular tract of land depends on 
several things, including its location, its economic and emotional 
value to the white owner, the Negro’s money or cash resources, and 
doubtless most important of all, his personal qualities in the light 
of local attitudes.” 
That Dr. Raper’s conclusions are sound is common knowledge. 
A Negro preacher related last summer an attempt on the part of his 
congregation to buy a building for church purposes. The building, used 
a number of years as a school house for white children, had reverted to 
the heirs of the original white owner because the white schools were con¬ 
solidated and it was no longer required for the phrpose for which it was 
given. Standing a not inconsiderable distance from the nearest dwelling 
1 
The five counties are Dawson, Forsyth, Pickens, Towns and Union. 
2 
A. A. Raper, op. cit.. Chapter IV, p.3. 
MAP IX 
NEGRO LANDOWNERS IN 1930 AND NEGRO SLAVES IN 1850 
Under £5 Owners 
85 to 50 Owners 
50;to 75 Owners 
75 to 100 Owners 
100 and above 
na Location of centers 
of slave population 
1850 
United States Census Reports 1850, 1930 
A 1 
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and in a deteriorated condition it was of little market value. The Negro 
congregation sought to buy it, however, because their church in the district 
had burned and this site not only offered immediate shelter but a permanent 
meeting place as well located to them as their own. The owner would not 
sell and expressed his refusal in strong language. 
A few months later a local Negro man, a farm hand, was ordained 
in the ministry. The fornBr congregation wanted him to become their preacher. 
Upon his acceptance, efforts were renewed to get the school property. It 
was given to them without charge. 
Instances of favorite Negro tenants being asked by white owners 
to purchase a given plot of land, and other instances of white owners 
stating to his heirs to allow a gihen Ne^ro to purchase land if he should 
desire it, are fairly numerous. One instance occurred in Hancock county 
last year where the will of a plantation owner provided that a certain 
tenant be given the use of a specified acreage and be helped to become 
its owner. Another instance took place in Monroe county this January when 
a hard-pressed white owner preferred to see a well-liked Negro in possession 
of his place than anyone else, 
'The personal equation, consequently, is a strong one where the 
prospective purchaser is a Negro. To be sure, it happens that absentee 
white owners and debt-ridden whites whose needs require disposal of land 
are unconcerned about the color of the purchaser so long ad he is able to 
pay. Thisj is especially so in times when there is little sale for farm 
property, fflven in those cases, nevertheless, there may be objection on 
the part of neighbors in the county, as in cities, to Negroes gaining 
possession. This sort of opposition constitutes a very effective barrier 
against Negro ownership. 
If the personal element determines whether a given N9gro can 
purchase any land at all, we mi^ht expect it also to determine the quality 
of the land that may be purchased. Dr. Raper ^inds that much of the soil 
of the old Southern plantations is very hilly and has lost much of its 
original fertility through erosion and soil mining. A large quantity of 
it is in the hands of absentee owners who are interested chiefly in profits, 
either through cultivation or through sale of the land itself. Since the 
potential Negro owner must take what land he can get, bather than what 
he wants, it is reasonable to conclude that his chances for ownership are 
greater in an area containing the lass desirable land. Hence it follows 
that the old plantation area is logically the area where the larger number 
of Negro land owners are expected to be found. 
Color Versus Convenience and Fertility in the Location of Land- 
holdings.- If the potential purchaser of land must buy primarily what 
land he can and not what he wants, this means hè must dwell where he can 
and not always where he desires, upon soil where he can live Taut cannot 
necessarily thrive. .Evidence indicating that Negro farmers in cotton 
counties occupy the poorer soils and inaccessible places is also gained 
from the answers of 146 rural teachers who work in 52 counties and who 
were assembled at Forsyth, Georgia in the summer of 1933. The question 
asked was, "Where do Negro farmers live, on the main roads or the side 
roads?" On the whole, the answers named the side roads, although a few 
mentioned instances whore highways, recently improved and straightened, 
pass near to or in front of Negro property which was formerly located in 
1 
the rear of white landholdings. 
Other evidence of Negro porperty location is taken from an 
investigation made by the writer in November and December 1933 of a 
community of 48 Negro and 31 white families located 21 miles southeast 
2 
of Atlanta. The community area, rectangular in shape, is amply supplied 
■^See Appendix c. 
^Popular gringo, DeKalb County. 
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with highways, there being two cutting across this small region like the 
diagonals of a quadrilateral, but yet the Negro holdings for the most part 
lie out of convenient reach of them. Among the Negro farmers are 6 standing 
ranters, 27 croppers, and 3 owners. Only 3 of the standing renters and 
12 of the croppers occupy dwellings abutting upon a highway. Mb<reover, the 
3 owners are the worst off in this respect; all three holdings are in 
places remotely located upon roads which are unsafe in dry weather and 
almost untraversible in wet* 
The way by which Negroes acquire land also serves to separate 
many of them who probably would desire to live nearer each other. Three 
state agents and 1 county farm 'worker who have gone into every part of the 
State many times were asked whether any considerable number of adjacent 
farms were owned by Negroes. Only 11 areas were mentioned. The smallest 
of these contained 10 Negro families who occupy approximately 1,200 acres; 
the largest, 19 families and 10,000 acres^ Several other places were 
mentioned in which a number of Negroes live within a radius of five miles 
of each other but whose farms are not adjoining. These, however, cannot be 
considered in this study because many of the latter occupy the land in 
uncertain tenture, or are croppers who have little or no control over the 
management of the farm or the distribution of the product* 
Summary*»» Uncertainty, the proper way of describing the period a 
given Negro holds a given farm, is also the proper way of characterizing many 
other of the relations of the Negro farmer in the cotton counties. The data 
presented in this chapter clearly shows that while neither white nor Negro 
farmer as a whole occupies a none-too-favorable position, that of the latter 
^The counties in which these adjacent farms are located are: Laurenfc, 
Brooks, Burke, Carroll, Coweta, ISmanuel, Jefferson, Lamar, Twiggs, Jones, 
and Harris. 
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is the more inferior and the more vulnerable. Lacking a permanent stake 
upon the soil and being by virtue of this the first to feel want in times 
of general adversity, hs is the first to dispose of his stores and shift 
to other places. A creature whose well-being is in a large measure governed 
by the whims and fancies of the reigning elements of his region, he is more 
susceptible to the fortunes of chance. Pushed upon the less fertile lands 
and kept in perpetual apprehension of abuse, he may be said to accumulate 
what he is allowed and not what he can. With these considerations in mind, 
we may pass on to the next chapter to set in relief other aspects of pre¬ 
vailing conditions in cotton counties. 
CHAPTER III 
LIVING IN COTTON COUNTIES 
In the previous chapter attention was directed to population and 
landholdings. In this chapter the effort is made to complete the picture 
presented through further evidence of living conditions in the cotton 
counties. Among the significant facts found are: 
(1) the system existing and permitting landlords to dispose of 
the produce of tenants - even cash tenants, in many instances - is not 
only tempting unfair dealings on the part of landlords, but feeble-farming 
efforts on the part of the tenant. 
(2) Many Negro owners who are able to afford attractive premises 
consider the improvement and beautification of their property to be a 
"showQ which will alienate their standing among white and Negro friends in 
their community. 
(3) on the whole, housing and sanitation are far from adequate. 
(4) The measure of security of the person and property of Negro 
farmers in a given area is dependent upon the strength of their personal 
friendship with leading white figures. 
(5) The type of leader, both religious and secular, is most prized 
by white people and by ranking Negroes which is not critical. Curiously 
enough, the rank and file of Negroes like to hear existing conditions de¬ 
nounced in no uncertain terms. 
(6) A definite upward trend is noticeable in the effort to ex¬ 
tend by public funds increased educational opportunities to children who 
live in rural districts. 
Much of the data used in this chapter is the result of class 
discussions in rural education with 146 teachers who work in the rural 
schools of 52 counties. Questionnaires were given to them and afterwards 
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the answers were discussed. Other information has been gained from state 
and county farm agents, and from Home Demonstration workers. Verification 
of it all has been made by the writer in the course of more than four years 
1 
of travelling through the rural districts of Georgia, 
In the foliwing paragraphs the material presented is in the form 
of specific cases. While it is recognized that specific cases cannot 
establish the exact extent or trend of the practice they indicate, they 
may show their existence and effect, and this is sufficient for the pur¬ 
pose of the present thesis. The cases follow: 
Case I, - At a fair held on the premises of a colored school 
in County A in 1933, a Negro farmer displayed hams of fin© quality which 
won for him the blue ribbon. At first he was jubilant; later crest-fallen. 
Noticing the change, someone inquired why. In whispered tones he reluctantly 
replied that his landlord had just passed by, congratulated him, and told 
him he could bring the hams over to the "house" on account. He did not 
want to refuse because he wanted to "get along,” The man was a standing 
renter. 
Case II»- A share tenant in County B whose "bottom” corn needed 
cultivating was asked why he did not work it. ”’s no use making it do 
any tetter dan dat patch yonder on the hill; de lan’lord’s gonna tek the 
best of de crop hisself anyhow; ’sides I got somepin else ter do," - 
was the answer. 
Case III.- In County B, a child of a Negro farmer of means on 
returning home from a ranking college requested that a motor-water pump 
be installed as the first step towards water and bath conveniences within 
the house. It was pointed out that such a step would also possibly lower 
insurance rates. The parents refused, however, on the ground that people 
would think they were getting too prosperous and too "fine," 
^3ee Appendix C. 
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Case IV>- In County D, a Negro farm-owner living 8 miles from 
the county seat and railroad continues creeping along to and fro by mule 
and buggy or wagon, refusing to purchase an automobile for himself or for 
his children earen though he is able to do do. He believes it is all right 
for white people to have cars and he never misses a chance to ride to town 
with his white neighbor, but he thinks only "foolish and reckless" Negroes 
acquire cars of their own. 
Case 7.- It began to rain during a visit to a îtegro tenant's 
home in county E* The tenant pulled in the swinging-board windows, thus 
shutting out much of the light. He stuffed rags in the cracks along the 
weather boarding, and placed pots and pans beneath leaks. Two beds were 
shifted. In the meantime, he was relating that he was not accustomed to 
this sort of life. He had been a skilled workman in a railway shop for 
a number of years at high pay, but had spent most of it upon a wife who 
kept in bad health for some time prior to her death. Shortly after her 
death he lost his job and gave up city life. In three years he had lived 
on three farms in the same county and was contemplating going on a fourth 
farm in another county the following year. A disagreement between the 
landlord and himself over money spent for the repair of the house in which 
he lived - the landlord refusing &t the time of settlement to take into 
account sums spent for repairs - led to his leaving the first. The house 
on the second farm was also bad, and repeated refusals of the landlord 
to repair incited the giving up of the second farm. At the end of the 
present season he expected to move and try his luck 4n another farm county. 
He said he could find no better house than the one he was occupying on 
any place in the entire county. 
Case VI.- A Negro owner owned turkeys which he allowed to run 
wild according to the practice of the region in which he lived, a South 
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Georgia county. Three smaller farms in the possession of white tenants 
bordered his farm on one side. For several weeks the number of his fowl 
continued to diminish and rumors reached him that one of the adjoining 
tenants was responsible therefor. One Saturday he saw a suspected neigh¬ 
bor capture one of his turkeys. when he approached him about it, the 
tenant struck him in the face and threatened him with further bodily harm 
for being accused, but peace was restored by the intervention of a friendly- 
disposed and large white landholder. No more turkeys were missing there¬ 
after. 
.Case VII.- In County F in 1933, it was porposed to consolidate 
the white schools of the county, For this purpose a bond issue was pending 
ho raise funds ($50,000) for the erection of a new building and the trans¬ 
portation of children. Colored people were called upon to support the 
issue since the white people were divided and the success of the pro¬ 
posal was in doubt. *■ young Negro teacher, teaching his first time after 
leaving college, in'a very quiet way began telling Negroes of his ac¬ 
quaintance that "now is your time to get a much needed school, too. Ask 
them to set aside a sum for a Negro school house and equipment, for after 
all tares fall on us as well as upon them." A meeting was called and 
Colonel X, one of the white leaders of the movement, was invited to speak. 
During his talk, he said: "Why, yes, there is no reason Negroes should not 
have a bett er building, too. Nj.ne or ten thousand dollars could easily 
be set aside for that. Go on and support the bond issue." 
Older Negro residents after the meeting began shouting for joy: 
"We got itl and we got it without troubl»* tool" But the young advocate 
was not satisfied; he felt he had no promise to which the county could be 
held in the event the issue was successful. Accordingly, he began to say 
quittly among his close acquaintances that a more definite promise ought 
to be extracted. The white people had made blue prints of their proposed 
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building, surveyed the land upon which it was to be built, and calculated 
the cost of bus transportation. "We ought to have plans drawn and approved 
for our building," the teacher said, "and a more definite declaration of 
intent ion." 
Such statements were heartily endorsed by the rank and file of 
the colored people, but the word passed on through the usual channels, 
Negro servants, to white residents, and there was indignation. Prominent 
colored people, also upset, freely said that the young advocate was a 
trouble-b?GW£S; that he ought to be sent out of town. "We trust our 
1 
white folks." 
Casa.VIII.- In County G, the public white schools are consoli¬ 
dated each morning - white children in the outlying areas are brought 
by bus into town. Along the route and six miles out of town, the bus 
with room to spare passes each morning a Negro brother and sister, 11 
and 13 years of age respectively, who are plodding their way over hills 
and across fields into town and to school. Not infrequently it happens 
that the boy and girl are close by a little group of white children as 
the bus canes up, stops, takes on the one and leaves 6ff the other. Any 
Negro who suggests to Negroes of seme prominence that the matter ought to 
be called to the attention of the school superintendent or board of edu- ' 
cation is met by a negative shaking of heads. On the other hand, the masses 
of colored people are heartily in accord with going something about it. 
Cases I and II are concrete instances of relations which, among 
Negro farmers, foment dissatisfaction and discourage earnest application. 
Cases III and IV suggest wisdom in maintaining a low.plane of living, 
while Case V points to evident déficiences in housing and sanitation. 
Case VI shows that the Negro’s protection, both in person and in property, 
1 White opponents of the bond issue, however, upheld the Negro teacher 
and kept him in his position, but they also made the giving of a school 
to Negroes the central issue in the campaign. Defeat for the bonds re¬ 
sulted, although the Negro vote was heavy. 
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lias in hi3 yfoite friands and not in the law, while Casas VII and VIII 
reflect community attitudes toward anyone who seeks openly to bring about 
between the races a more equitable use of public resources* 
Further evidence of living conditions in the counties of Georgia 
is revealed in tbs summary of the questionnaire referred to and which is 
found in Appendix . One cannot study it without being aware of the 
woeful lack of tolerable attributes of living* In more than 100 rural 
communities within 52 Georgia counties, there is an average of less than 
4 screened Negro houses, less than 3 pit-type privies, less than 10 painted 
houses* Approximately 1 in each community has a piano or organ, E a radio, 
5 a victrola, and 7 an automobile of one sort or another* But, as it 
was observed in Chapter I, the plane of living which men attain depends 
hardly less upon the amount of their income than çtpon the wisdoS displayed 
in applying it to the diverse wants which it may be made to meet. The 
following pages will,therefore, be concerned with educational opportunities 
in rural districts* 
Growth of Public Education.- A true picture of education in 
Georgia may bargained by reference to the number of schools and the 
equipment they have, to the qualification of teachers and the salaries 
paid them, and to the quality of supervision which is given the work. 
Table XIII shows that there has been, during the period 19S0-1932, 
an increase in the number of houses owned by county boards of education, 
and a growth in the number of schools having high school grades. The 
increase has taken place wholly in the number of Negro schools, the number 
of white schools having been diminished through consolidation. Table 
XIV points out this facti 
1 During the period 1920-1952, boundry changes have occured in 6 of the 
cotton counties, namely, Berrien,Bleckley,Houston,Macon,Mongtomery and 
Pike. In the Tables which follow summaries exclude these 6 counties and 
hence include only 62 of the 68 cotton counties. 
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TABLE XIII 
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL HOUSES IN GEORGIA AND IN SIXTY- 
TWO COUNTIES OF GS30RGIA 1920 - 1932 
NUMB® OF COUNTY" NUMBER OF STATE - NUMBER OF SCHOOL 
SCHOOLS AIDED BY AIDED SCHOOLS HAVING HOUSES OWNED BY COUNTY 
THE STATS HIGH SCHOOL GRADES BOARDS OF EDUCATION 
1920 1932 1920 1932 Per Cent 1920 1932 Per Ct. 
Increase Increase 
GEORGIA 
WHITE 4,872 3,030 1,541 1,286 -10.6 3,148 2,293 -27.1 
NEGRO 3,487 3,434 142 269 82.4 750 1,866 148.8 
62 GEORGIA 
COUNTIES 
WHITE 2,226 1,449 799 805 .75 1,191 781 -34.4 
NEGRO 1,686 1,682 45 154 242.0 265 896 23.9 
Compiled from Annual School Reports 1920, 1931-1932. 
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TABLE XIV 
NUMBER AND TYPES OF SCB30IS IN 
GEORGIA - 1932 
TYPE WHITE COLORED TOTAL 
One Teacher 720 2,568 3,288 
Two Teachers 764 566 1,330 
Three Teachers 291 103 1,394 
Four Teachers 286 65 351 
Five Teachers 160 32 192 
Six Teachers 125 21 146 
Seven Teachers 113 14 127 
Eigjrt Teachers 91 13 104 
Nine Teachers 79 10 89 
Ten Teachers 68 9 77 
Eleven Teachers 64 3 67 
Twelve Teachers 58 2 60 
Thirteen Teachers 44 6 50 
Fourteen Teachers 34 3 37 
Fifteen Teachers 27 2 29 
Sixteen Teachers 9 1 10 
Seventeen Teachers 23 1 24 
Eighteen Teachers 7 3 10 
Nineteen Teachers 8 2 10 
Twenty or more ” 59 10 69 
Consolidated Schools 687 19 706 
No, (Consolidated in 
1931-1932 33 2 35 
Number of pupils 
fe*an sported 102 ,§31 647 103,178 
Number of teams 
and trucks 2 ,291 13 2,304 
Compiled from Annual School Reports 1932* 
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With. the increase in the number of school houses has been an 
. 1 
increase in the amount and value of equipment. This is shown in Table XV. 
TABLE XV 
VAILS OF SCHOOL PROPERTY 
1920-1932 
— 
VALUE OF SCHOOL HOUSES NUMBER i\ND VALUE OF 
OWNED BY COUNTY BOARDS LIBRARIES 







1920 1932 1920 1932 
GEORGIA 
WHITE 5,796,100 19,405,162 1,880 - 313,619 653,577 1,839,585 5,258,844 
NEGRO 570,874 1,814,012 98 - 8,097 32,883 165,292 607,829 
62 GEORGIA 
COUNTIES 
WHITE 1,877,767 9,449,087 613 - 100,001 387,403 702,408 1,983,619 
NEGRO 119,800 813,190 29 - 2,032 16,634 66,388 281,009 
3 
More schools require more teachers. Table XVI shows the growth. 
TABLE XVI 
INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS 
1920 - 1930 
PRIM. & BUM. HIGH SCHOOL VOCATIONAL SUPERVISORS 
1920 1932 1920 1932 1920 1932 1920 1932 
M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 
GEORGIA r 
WHITE ^77 8710 734 9721 794 1123 1649 2008 103 115 —H 34 74 
NEGRO 382 4400 386 4783 72 51 215 193 - mm 32 20 — 9 25 
62 GEORGIA 
COUNTI ES 
’MITE 301 4205 318 5006 362 508 717 899 51 63 —• mm 12 30 
NEGRO 144 1960 144 
» 
2414 33 5 103 97 14 8 
" 
6 11 
1 See footnote p. 51. 
2Figuros for 1932 not given. 
3 See footnote p. 51. 
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Not only have more teachers been added, but workers of different 
sort have come into the field. In 1920, there were neither vocational 
teachers nor supervisors; by 1932 they had made their appearance in both 
white and Negro schools. 
Salaries have also heen raised. Figures for the year 1930-1931 
will be given instead of those for 1931-1932, since by the latter year, 
salary cuts were being imposed. 
TABLE XVII 
SALARIES RECEIVED BY GEORGIA TEACHERS, WHITS AND COLORED 
1920, and 1930-1931 
1920 1930-1931 
SALARIES PER MONTH SALARIES PER YEAR 
WHITE COLORED WHITE COLORED 
GRAM,1ER GRADES ELEMENTARY 
MALE $87.70 $43.88 MALE §552.03 $288.46 
FEMALE 70.52 33.70 FEMALE 707.76 261.08 
HIGH SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL 
MALE $153.00 69.24 MALE $1,467.: 19 §1,033.10 
FEMALE 91.37 47.46 FEMALE 1,082.1 87 1.060.45 
Although, however, more money was allotted to white and Negro 
teachers during the period,,the sum distributed to white teachers was 
proportionately greater than that given to the former. Negroes were 
receiving 14.3 per cent of the amount paid teachers in 1920, but only 
12.5 per cent in 1930-1931. Thi3 great discrepancy in salaries paid to 
teachers is shown in Table XVTII. 
TABLE XVIII 
GEORGIA SCHOOL SALARIES 
PAID TO 'WHITE TEACHERS $7,013,797.14 
PAID TO COLORED TEACHERS 1,175,157.41 
PAID TO WHITE TEACHERS $11,765,486.44 
n T0 COLORED TEACHERS 1,681,863.65 
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It seems to be a well established Georgia practice to pay white 
teachers more than twice the sum paid to Negro teachers. This was done in 
1920, and it continued to be done in 1931, save only in the high school 
division. In the latter division salaries have grown more nearly the same, 
Whether the salary paid determines the ability secured for the classroom 
is a mooted question. 
The whole matter of the qualification of teachers is being given 
much consideration at the present time. Because the requirements for certi 
fication have changed since 1920, no data has been found sufficiently com¬ 
parable to be included in this paper or to warrant an 9xact statement about 
the qualifications of teachers in 1920 and in 1933, This much is known: 
(l) since 1920 four summer schools for Negro teachers, supported in part 
or in whole by public funds, have evolved in Georgia; (2) private schools 
of Atlanta are offering in summer school courses specially designed for 
rural teachers; (3) requirements for State eerfificates have been raised; 
(4) pressure is being brought to bear upon rural teachers, and all teachers 
which is literally forcing them into the summer schools of the State; (5) 
College prepared men and woman are going into the smaller schools in the 
outlying areas. 
Many of the forward moves taking place have their source in the 
energies and abilities and honest purposes of a group of public servants 
v/ho have come into their offices with the firm intention of promoting 
education among those people whom they have elected to serve. Under their 
leadership the future of education is bright, and the passing of another 
decade will, no doubt, witness gains which shall far surpass any that have 
been made in a similar length of time. Education in Georgia appears to 
he definitely on the up-grade. 
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Having presented specific cases which arise out of the system 
of fanning, and certain facts which indicate the trend of education in 
Georgia, this paper will deal in the next chapter with proposals, made 
at various time, which are calculated to relieve the distress in both 
the country and the city, and promote the growth of healthy and vigorous 
- v 
institutions in agricultural areas. 
CHAPTER IV 
MEASURES DESIGNED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF AGRICULTURE 
Since 1920 several proposals have been made to strengthen agri¬ 
culture. These measures fall into three classes. The first approaches the 
problem through income by seeking to raise the price of farm products 
with the use of government action. The second makes the same sort of 
approach but attempts to control production as well as to raise prices 
by government action. The third is concerned lèâs with the foregoing 
measures and more with systems of production. The tariff measures, the 
equalization-fee plan, export debentures, and domestic allotment plan 
/the 
fall in the first class, while the program of/Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration comes within the second. Proposals which have provoked 
no little amount of thought in recent times and which fall in the third 
class are factory farms, chain farms, larger family farms, diversification 
and cooperation. 
In the preceding chapters a picture of the condition and needs 
of Negro farmers in the cotton counties of Georgia was presented. It is 
proposed in the following pages to examine the measures offered in order 
to discover what features they contain that are of significance to the 
group which this paper studies. In many quarters it is confidently ex¬ 
pected that out of the welter oC ideas presented, a program will eventually 
be formulated and followed which will measurably modify existing farm 
practices, and relations. If this is true, it is vitally important to 
learn how the Negro farmer will fare. It is to be remembered that 3/10 
of all Negro gainful workers are farmers. Moreover, to be colored is still 
to be penalized in many sections of the nation, and hence measures which 
are designed to aid agriculture in general may not aid the Negro farmer 
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in particular, Is something about to occur which is favorable to reduction 
in existing deficiencies in health, housing and sanitation, income, edu- 
in the 
cation, and/abuses of person and property, or are changes impending which 
for the Negro farmer mean the loss of the gains he has already made? Let 
us examine the three classes of measures to see what has been done since 
1920; 
&las3 I»- Among the important measures put forward since 1920 
are; (1) the re-establishment of the War Finance Corporation; (2) the 
Fordney Emergency Tariff Bill; (3) The Capper-Volstead Act; (4) the Federal 
Agricultural Credit Act; (5) the McNary-Haugen Bill; (6) the Capper-Williams, 
the Capper-Haugen, the Dickinson, the McKinley-Adkins, the Jones-Ketchan, 
and the Curtis-Drisp bills; (7) the Agricultural Marketing Act; and (8) the 
report of the Committee of the Association of land Grant Colleges and 
of the Business Men’s Commission, representing the United States Chamber 
of Commerce and the ^ational Industrial Conference Board. 
The War Finance Corporation was re-established at the beginning 
of the last decade Cor the purpose of "assisting in the financing of the 
1 
exportation of agricultural products." A year afterwara.3, the Fordney 
Emergency Tariff Bill, raising duties on farm products, was passed and 
2 
signed by the President. Following this measure came the Capper-Volstead 
3 
Act, authorising âhd legalizing cooperative combination of farmers. Then 
came the Federal Agricultural Credit Act, having for its purpose# (1) to 
discount, for National, State, Cooperative and other Federal Inter-mediate 
Credit Banks, Trust Companies, Savings Institutions, Agricultural Credit 
Livestock loan, Cooperative Credit or Marketing Companies, or Associationa 
organized under laws of any State, negotiable instruments drawn for 
1S. J. Res. 212, 1921. 
2H. R. 15275, 1921/ 
R. 2373, 1932, 
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agricultural purposes or for processing livestock; (2) to loan directly 
to cooperative associations on Notes (drawn for an agricultural prupose, 
secured by warehouse receipts, bills of lading , or chattel mortgages 
1 
on livestock) to 75 per cent of the market value of collateral. 
For a period of three or four years the Mcflary-Haugen Bill was 
a subject of Congressional consideration. "I'he essential idea of the plan 
was to sell the surplus of farm products above domestic consumption in the 
export market at world prices, and to recoup the losses by a differential 
2 
loan assessment on each pound or bushel when and as sold by the farmer. 
This bill at the time it was first introduced was generally considered so 
revolutionary that it had no dhance of passage. It gained strength, how¬ 
ever, Defeated in the House at the time it first came up for a vote in 
1924 by a vote of 223 to 153, it was revised and re-drafted and submitted 
again in 1925. In that year it was reported out of the House Committee, 
but that was as far as it got. "President Coolidge made an address before 
the Annual Convention of the American Farm Bureau Federation in Chicago 
in March 1925, in which he condemmed the McNary-Haugen plan as price¬ 
fixing, defended the tariff system as a boon to agriculture, aril described 
3 
agriculture as nearly back to normal." Nevertheless, more strength 
the 
was gained by the bilL, and in/1926-1927 Congressional session it passed 
both Houses, the Senate by a vote of 51 to 43 and the Representatives by 
7 
211 to 178. On submission to the President it was vetoed. further 
effort to pass it was made during this session. In the following session, 
however, 1927-1928, it came before Congress.again, passed both Houses, and 
received the presidential veto as before. This time the effort was made 
_ 4 
to pass it over the veto. It failed. 
■^Black, Agricultural Reform in the United States, p. 232. 
8Ibid., pp. 71, 72. 
3Ibid., p. 71. 
4Stokdyk, The Farm Board, p. 27. 
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In the following year the Agricultural Marketing J£et was passed. 
This Act embodied many of the features of the McNary-Haugen Bill as well 
as those of other bills which previously had been brought before Congress 
and lost, ^mong the latter bills were the Capper-Williams Bill, the Capper- 
Haugen Bill, the Dickinson Bill, the Mc^inley-^dkins Bin,,the Jones-Ketcham 
Bills and the Curtis-Crisp Bm, Two of the latter losing bills require 
mentioning, the McEinley-Adkins and the Jones-Ketcham Bills. The former 
bill, sponsored by Professor Charles Stewart of the University of Illinois, 
provided that when agricultural commodities were exported a bounty would 
be paid in the form of "debentures," negotiable instruments which could be 
1 
used to pay import on duties. This plan took more definite form in 
2 
the latter, the Jones-Ketcham Bills. These bills, known as the "export 
debenture" plan, and the McNary-Haugen Bill, known as the "equalization" 
plan, and possibly the Curtis-Qrisp Bill, which provided for a "Federal 
farm board*; were the fore-runners of the Agricultural Marketing Act. 
The Agricultural Act was designed"to establish a Federal Farm 
Board to promote the effective merchandizing of agricultural commodities in 
interstate and foreign commerce, and to place agriculture on a basis of 
economic equality with other industries." Paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) 
under section I a, outline the ways by ■ihich it is proposed to aid 
agriculture. They are: 
"(1| by minimizing speculation. 
(2) by preventing inefficient and wasteful methods of distribution* 
(3) by encouraging the organization of producers into effective 
associations or corporations under their own control for greater unity 
of effort in marketing and by promoting the establishment and financing 
of a farm marketing system of productf^owned and producer-controlled cooperative 
associations and other agencies* 
•^StoEdyk, The Farm Board, p. 29. 
2Black, Agricultural Reform in the United States, p. 255. 
D«C 
(4) by aiding in preventing and controlling surpluses in any agri¬ 
cultural commodity, through «daxly production and distribution, so as to 
maintain advantageous domestic markets and prevent such surplus from 
causing undue excessive fluctuations <2*(iapressions in pricers for the 
commodity. 
A few other proposals may be mentioned just here, which while they 
cannot be classified within class I, are pertinent to the discussion of 
efforts which have been put forward in behalf of agriculture. The Com¬ 
mittee of the Association of Land Grant Colleges published a report in 
1927 recommending legislation "that should provide for equalization with 
reference to such matters as taxation, tariff, and freight rates, and should 
provide for a sound land policy, further improvement of credit facilities, 
and some sort of unified action on the matter of the surplus of farm com- 
1 
modities." On the matter of tariff, the Committee suggested that rates 
on farm produce be'raised so far as effective to the same level as those 
on manufactures. On surpluses, they proposed a Federal Farm Board and a 
system of quasi-official stabilization cooperations, with power to buy 
farm products at a price announced before the date of planting. On 
agricultural re-adjustment, a statement is made on the advantages and 
limitations of diversified and specialized farming. Caution is urged against 
further land reclamation at present, and strong emphasis is placed upon 
agricultural research and education and for money to str®Sgthen public 
agencies which are working for farming. 
In the same year the Business i-'ien’s Commission, representing the 
United States Chamber of Commerce and the National Industrial Conference 
2 
Board, published a report with recommendations for agriculture^ also. 
On the matter of tariff, it was proposed that rates on manufactured products 
, p. 73 « 
20p. cit., p. 73. 
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be gradually reduced until a point is reached where industry and agri¬ 
culture are equally subsidized; following this, that tariffs be removed 
from both industry and agriculture except of products which the long- 
run interests of the country require sufficient domestic production to 
meet domestic needs. On the matter of agricultural adjustment, larger 
farms, more extensive methods on the poorer lands, and the substitution 
of power and machinery for labor are favored. This report, like the 
other, suggests caution in farther reclamation of land, and support for 
agricultural research and education. Both reports urge public buying of 
land for forestation, extension of immigration barriers, and tax revi¬ 
sion. Bach concludes with a summary of cooperation, finding that the gains 
made are largely at the production end. 
the other in 1926, which bear upon the matter in hand. The first, the 
Purnell Act, appropriated #20,000 a year to each state experiment agri¬ 
cultural station for research particularly in agricultural economics, 
rural sociology, and home economics, and $10,000 more each year following 
up to $60,000. The second appropriated $225,000 to set up a division of 
cooperative marketing in the United States department of Agriculture to 
2 
offer friendly assistance to the cooperatives. 
legislation of the "New Deal." The essence of these plans and the character¬ 
istics which distinguish tl%.m from all the measures which have been suggested 
hitherto, consist in the provisions having for their purpose the control 
of production in addition to raising the prices of commodities. To be sure 
there are features of an emergency nature calculated to relieve distress 
in the cities by removing many of the unemployed to farms. Such measures, 
&p. cit.. p. 80. 
2 
Congressional Record. July 23, 1927. 
Two acts were passed by the United States Congress, one in 19S5 
Class II.-.- The measures which 
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having for their primary purpose the relief of distress in distant places, 
instead of strengthening agriculture as such, are not properly to be 
classified as remedies for the restoration of agriculture to a solid 
basis. Accordingly, attention, may, first of all, be directed to measures 
of a more positive nature. 
The Agricultural Adjustment Act has for its purpose "to relieve 
the existing national economic emergency by increasing agricultural purchas¬ 
ing power, to raise revenue for extraordinary expenses incurred by reason 
of such emergency, to provide emergency relief with respect to agricultural 
indebtedness, to provide for the orderly liquidation of joint-stock land 
1 
banks, and for other purposes." 
"It is sought to establish such a balance between production and 
consumption of agricultural products that will raise the farmer's purchasing 
power to the point that it was in the base period. The base period for all 
agricultural cammodities is 1909 to 1914, save for tobacco; its period is 
1919 to 1929." 
"There are two types of powers under the Act, the one dealing with 
production control and benefit contracts, and the other with marketing 
agreements and licenses."3 
"Powers in the first group enable the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration to take measures to balance production of farm goods with 
ëffective demand for them, and thus bring about increased farm income and 
farm purchasing power with a sound economic base resting upon the laws of 
supply and demand. Authority granted for this purpose recognizes the 
existence of over-production and of burdensome surplus of many farm products; 
it recognizes the necessity of reducing this over supply and refraining 
from further over-production that maintains and adds to it if the farmer 
is to receive his fair share of the natural income. This group of powers 
enables the United States Government to assist farmers in making an adjust¬ 
ment in their production which is impossible for them to make unaided and 
acting as individuals." 
"The Act authorizes the use of several methods, separately 
or in combination, to ake this adjustment. It provides a method of 
giving financial assistance through benefit payments to farmers who 
voluntarily, and not otherwise, cooperated with the Government in making 
1H. R. 3835, Approved by the President, May 12, 1933. 
2 • 
Agricultural ,Adjustment , A Report of Administration of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act. May 1955 to February 1954. U. S. Dept, of Agriculture. 
3
Ibid., p. 2. 
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the necessary adjustment. Therefore, it offers an incentive for cooperation 
and none for not cooperating." 
Since this Act has superseded all other measures proposed since 
1920, it is well that more space be given to it. I quote further from the 
foregoing report: 
"Under the Act, benefit payments may be made to producers of seven 
basic agricultural commodities. These are wheat, cotton, corn y hogs, rice, 
tobacco, and milk and its products. They are listed as basic for several 
reasons. 0n£ is that changes in their price strongly influence changes 
in the prices of the other agricultural commodities. Another is that the 
United States produces an exportable surplus of nearly all of them. Export 
demand and world price of each had fallen sharply before the act was passed, 
and these commodities were generally in a relatively worse economic situation 
than others that are produced and consumed on a domestic basis. A third 
reason is that each of these commodities is put through some manufacturing 
process before it is ready for human consumption'and their production and 
distribution can be more easily regulated in these processing channels than 
could the production and distribution of commodities not so processed." 
"So far as the benefit contract program is concerned, farmers who 
do not sign benefit contracts are wholly at liberty to produce any commodity 
in any volume they choose, but as they have not joined in the program of 
adjustment to a sounder economic basis, they mugt meet economic and marketing 
problems without direct government assistance." 
"Marketing agreements have a twofold purpose; namely, to help the 
v 
farmer gat a fairer share of the national income, and at the same time to 
protect the consumer from unfair increase in his costs. Section 3 (2) of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act authorises the Secretary of Agriculture- 
"to enter into marketing agreements with processors, associations of pro¬ 
ducers, and others engaged in the handling, in the current of interstate 
or foreign commerce, of any agricultural commodity or product thereof, after 
due notice and opportunity for hearing to interested parties." The law pro¬ 
vides that any practice which is permitted by a marketing agreement, shall 
not be held to be in violation of any of the anti-trust laws of the U. S. 
Thus, such agreements may regulate trade practices, production quotas, prices, 
supply areas, and relationships among various branches of trade. They are 
designed to prevent destructive competion and to assure fair treatment for 
producers, distributors, and consumers of farm products or goods made from 
farm products." 
"The Secretary is empowered to grant licenses to processors and 
distributors and others handling agricultural products or competing com¬ 
modities and to fix the terms of the license. The license power has fre¬ 
quently been used to make effective the terms of the marketing agreement. . 
Failure to conform to such licenses leads to revocation or suspension of the 
license and doing business thereafter without a license is a violation of 
the law and subject to a suitable penalty." 
1Ibid.. p. 2. 
2See Cotton Contract. Appendix. 
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"The normal processing tax rate is fixed by law as the difference 
between the current average farm price and the fair exchange value of the 
commodity. The Secretary of Agriculture has discretionary power to lower 
the rate if it leads to surplus accumulating upon the shelves of the manu¬ 
facturer because the price at which he is obliged to sell is above the amount 
consumers will pay. 
Verji recently and since the passage of the Agricultural Adjustment 
Act, there has been passed by the Congress and approved by the President of 
the United States, the Bankhead Bill. The purpose of this act is "to place 
the cotton industry on a sound commercial basis, to prevent unfair compe¬ 
tition and practice in putting cotton into the channels of interstate and 
foreign commerce, to provide funds for paying additional benefits under 
1 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes." The essential 
feature of the Act is the limitation of cotton production to 10,000,000 
bales. Provisions are made for a-iloi^e^s of quantities for production 
to each state and to each farm. Any quantity produced in excess of the 
allotment is subject to a tax high enough:-to discourage such over-production 
of apportionments. 
Glass III.- Along with the foregoing proposals which are cniefly 
purpose 
price-manipulating in character, are those which have for their/improvement 
in technique and production. Factory farms, chain farms, larger family 
farms, diversification, cooperation are all suggested ways of meeting the needs 
of agriculture. The theory of factory farming involves pursuing the same 
method of farming as that followed in the organization of gigantic factories, 
as for instance, the General Motors CoDporation. Large tracts of land 
bought and paid for in bonds bearing interest, and their present efficient 
managers would become the department managers of the corporation, the 
management of highest capacity being placed at the top, that of moderate 
See Appendix D(l). 
1 
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capacity in charge of departments, and that of lowest grade in ordinary 
farm labor. Production would be determined by the ability of the market to 
consume; no longer would land be given to crops simply on the basis of the 
capacity of the soil to produce in the physical sense, or to crops the workers 
are used to producing with the expectation that the market will absorb the 
product at a reasonable price. A 95,000 acre wheat farm at Hardin , Montana, 
is being successfully operated after the maaner of a gigantic engineering 
project, producing as much as one-half million bushels of wheat in some years, 
by Thomas Campbell. Mr. Brookings says: "It has been so successful at pro¬ 
ducing wheat in the calculated manner in which industrial corporations turn 
out other commodities that not only have substantial profits resulted, but 
remarkably high wages have been paid to laborers during the period of low 
prices." Black, however, calls attention to the fact that Campbell's first 
failed, 1 
large-scale wheat-farming venture/ costing its backers nearly 11,000,000. 
Black also points out that large-factory scale farming is feasible only where 
the crop requires little work to be done upon it, as wheat, eacept at two 
periods during the year - planting and harvesting- and the work can all 
be done with power machinery, in situations where men are required to remain 
on the farms the year round, and where it is rnecessary to combine other 
crops with wheat, such enterprises are likely to go the way of all other 
large-scale units and fail to make expenses. 
Another type of factory farm is that operated by Henry Ford. At 
Dearborn he operates a farm in connection with his factory by shifting men 
back and forth between shop and land according to where the need for them 
is most at the moment. Also, at Northville, he has turned an old mill into 
a valve shop and is experimenting in what he calls "village industries, " 
by having his employees work part of the time in the shop and part on the 
farm? 
"Chain farming" is a term given to a string of farms in one locality 
1J. D. Black, Agricultural Reform in the TJ. S.. op. cit..pp.569-572. 
2Ibid..p. 370. 
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not too far removed from each other under the close general supervision 
of a landlord or general manager, with tenants or hired operators in residence 
of each. It is very much similar to the "plantation system" of the South 
except that chain farming involves close supervision of the work, control 
of the feeding, crop rotation and buying and selling by the manager or land 
lord. The tentant contributes labor and receives his pay in the form of 
a share of the product. The pronounced point of difference between this 
system and the Southern "plantation system" ms the ( quantity and quality 
of management provided. Management is the essence of the chain system, 
while many of the Southernntenant farms are almost independent units, 
occupying the holding of absentee landlords, and having meager supervision. 
Larger family farms are suggested on the ground that more land can 
be handled as well by the average farm family now than was possible for 
it to do a few years ago. P^wer and machinery makes it easy to prepare 
a larger seed bed mofe carefully and in a shorter length of time than 
could formerly be done. Moreover, a large growing crop can be culti¬ 
vated without additional labor, and increased harvesting can be conducted 
without proportionate greater cost. With all of these factors favoring larger 
family farms, and with it very likely that most of the farming in the United 
States will continue to be carried on upon family farms, it is proposed to 
have the family reap the benefit through larger farms of whatever profits 
power and machinery have to offer. 
Diversification is proposed in many one-crop territories on the 
ground that the farmer should raise his f°od and feed stuffs instead of taking 
the cash proceeds from one crop to purchase these necessaries. 
FDuemost among the plans for helping agriculture is that of business 
cooperation. It is a form of business,farmer-bwneci orfarmeroontrolled, which 
is conducted at cost. Savings or profits are returned to those engaged in 
the undertaking in proportion to the extent that their activities have made 
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savings or profits possible. There are several ways of organizing such an 
enterprise . The most usual one is the selling of stock to those who will 
do business with the cooperative, and the using of the proceeds to provide 
capital with which to start the enterprise. Each share-holder has but one 
vote irrespective to the amount of stock he purchases. A Board of Directors 
is elected to carry on the affairs of the group. When a ™ember- does business 
with the cooperative it is done at cost. Operating expenses, of course, are 
deducted from the transaction, and many cooperatives follow the practice 
of setting aside a small sum to be held in reserve for emergencies. Coopera¬ 
tive business enterprises are grouped according to their functions. There 
are cooperative marketing associations, collective purchasing societies, 
credit organizationsand mutual insurance companies, and a large number of 
associations that furnish on a cooperative basis telephone service, electric 
current for light and power, water for irrigation purposes, and transportation 
a-fc cost^ 
One or two other measures need to be mentioned in this connection, 
not because they embody a specific way of meeting the needs of agriculture, 
but because they entail a rural program to be reckoned with by those who 
seek changes in the present rural structure. - 
One is ^he Subsistence Homestead measure. This measure is the 
result of an executive order fif the President of the United States issued 
for the "redistribution of the overbalance of pppulation in industrial 
centers by means of making loans for and otherwise aiding in the purchase of 
subsistence homesteads.". The program has for its purpose "aiding in es¬ 
tablishing a series of demonstration projects which will test out the 
practicability of various types of projects under varying sets of conditions 
found in different parts of the country. " Five major projects are being 
undertaken; (1) Workers' garden homesteads near small industrial centers in 
^Chris Christensen, Farmers' Cooperation in the United States. 
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which small industries are located and to whicfr further de-centralisation is 
likely to take place; (2) Workers * garden homesteads near large industrial 
centers, usually of heavy industries not likely to de-centralize; (5) Projects 
for rehabilitation of "stranded" industrial population groups, particularly 
bituminous coal miners$ (4) Projects for reorganization of disorganized rural 
communities, and for elimination of rural slums on lands submarginal for 
agriculture; (5) Movement of population, largely farm families, from sub- 
margainal dry-farming lands in the West, to unoccupied farms on axisting 
Federal reclamation porjects, to be done in cooperation with the Bureau of 
Reclamation. Projects of the first two types will be planned to accommodate 
those employed in offices, in the trades and in other lines, as well as in 
industry. 
A clearer understanding of the project is given in the following 
paragraph; 
"Subsistence Homesteads will ordinarily be established and ad¬ 
ministered in groups,accommodating from 25 to 100 families, and in ex¬ 
ceptional cases a larger number. Ah -individual «homestead* ordinarily will 
consist of from 1 to 5 acres, depending upon soil', size of family, character 
of agricultural operations^, contemplated, opportunity for wage employment 
off the homestead and other factors. On this plot the family will be ex¬ 
pected to raise vegetables and fruit and, depending upon the circumstances 
poultry and possibly a pig or two; in some cases a cow will be kept. Pro¬ 
duction will be on a subsistence basis for the household use of the family 
and not for sale in the market. The homestead, in other words, is intended 
to be a supplement to work in office or factory. One conclusion clearly to 
be drawn from European experience with «small holdings’ is that without 
adequate opportunity for wage employment failure will result. Home processing 
and storage of food products will be encouraged. Home and small local 
industries will be fostered to aid in supplying clothing and other necessities 
and to develope sources of supplementary cash income. The homesteaders in 
most cases will acquire ownership of their plots on long-term purchase con¬ 
tracts, but in some cases leasing rather than individual ownership may be 
employed. 'L 
"In the program of the Division full consideration will be given 
to demonstration projects for Negroes and other racial groups. The impact 
of the depression in both agriculture and industry has been particularly 
severe upon the Negro." 
Another of these measures is the "back to the farm"doctrine 
■•Advocates of this ^measure are fou Hd most frequently in rural states having 
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a large idée and unproductive acreage, and among spokesmen, publicists and 
legislators of business interests seeking to lessen the numbers of the un¬ 
employed in the cities, and to shift the burden of the care of dependents and 
misfits upon the shoulders of those who live in the country. As far as 
could be learned, the most ardent advocates of "back to the farm" are con¬ 
cerned only with getting people out of the cities into the rural districts. 
The publications considered atesented no program beyond delivering people 
to the door of some deserted farm house; in short; if the program of the 
subsistence homesteads is for the moment exQepted, the purpose of the 
proponenents of the "back to the farm" movement is the dubious one of simply 
filling up farms. 
The foregoing measures are matters of price-raising, production 
control, technique in farm organization and operation, and relief remedies 
for many who for one cause or another are failing to support themselves in 
the cities. Credit facilities alone have not been set forth. Since the 
main agencies providing credit are adjuncts of the Federal Government, and 
since these constitute an elaborate system, they have been given in a 
table . in Appendix. E I and II. The remainder of this thesis will 
be concerned with criticism of the proposals stated in respect to their 
application to conditions found to be existing in the cotton counties of 
Georgia; following this, the writer, upon the assumption that there is no 
inherent reason why the farming class may not and should not live as well 
as people of equal financial ability who dwell in the cities, will indicate 
what he deems is necessary to realize such a hope. 
CHAPTER V 
A WAY OUT FOR THE NEGRO FARM® IN GEORGIA COTTON COUNTIES 
In this paper so far, there has bean set forth on the one hand, 
the way Negroes live- in Georgia cotton counties, and on the other, measures 
which since 1920 have been offered to meet the needs of agriculture. The 
problem in this chapter is to state how far the steps already taken rray be 
relied upon to help the Negro farmer in the region studied, and to indicate 
other remedies which will loosen the fetters that hind him an<$ promote his 
future well-being. 
At the outset, it goes without saying that it is one thing to 
promote the welfare of farmers in general, and quite another to increase 
the well-being of Negro farmers in particular. Consequently, measures de¬ 
signed to aid agriculture as a whole may not reach Negro fanners as a part. 
What, then, is there to be said for those proposals of the first class - the 
tariff, the equalization fee, the export debenture, the Agricultural Market¬ 
ing Act, and other price-raising mechanisms? Just this: "They are not for 
Negroes.” Only a fanciful optimist could imagine that a cropper, located 
in a remote corner of a cotton county, gripped by exploiting forces he is 
both too ignorant and too powerless to control, would be helped by the 
raising of prices of some of the products he cultivates. This is made clear¬ 
er when it is remembered that over 40 per cent of Ihgro cotton farmers are 
tenants, and from 66 to 86 per cent of tenants are croppers. No, "farm 
credits and farm relief are not for Negroes."1 
While the manipulation of prices will, no doubt, leave Negro 
farmers unaffected, the same probably cannot be said of restricted-production 
programs. Such programs, calculated to aid agriculture in general may weaken 
the foothold already attained by Negro farmers, for restricted-production 
1Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, Crisis, May,}928, p. 170. 
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ordinarily carries with it reduced labor requirements. Negroes, a group 
who are predominantly in the laboring ranks, therefore face partial eviction, 
unless extraordinary measures are taken in their behalf. In the 1934-1935 
voluntary contract between cotton producers and the Secretary of Agriculture, 
a clause is inserted whereby the producer agrees not to evict his tenants 
because of the decrease in the amount of cotton cto be produced."^ How this 
clause will work in practice remains to be seen. On May 2, 1934, Secretary 
Wallace called a meeting of extension directors and State officials to con¬ 
sider evictions. One thing must be kept in mind, namely, that the Southern 
planter's profits have come through the cultivation of cotton and through the 
sale of food and feed stuffs to his tenants. It was not to his interest to 
encourage diversifiaation; it nay not be to his interest to keep his Negro 
tenants, contract or no contract. 
In respect to factory farms, with their grades of managers, hired 
employees, and routine activities, a major factor to be considered in 
forming a judgment of their applicability to the cotton counties is the 
2 
extent to which agricultural operations can be standardized. This type of 
farming is, no doubt, better suited to specialized production, to a one 
crop system. The tendency in Georgia seems to be in the opposite direction. 
Moreover, the one crop»cotton, for which the soil is well suited and which 
could possibly be produced in large quantities has been restricted in pro¬ 
duction allowance, Finally, our concept of the proper rural life compre¬ 
hends men and their families tilling their own soil, harvesting their 
crops, and settling snugly about their own firesides. Factory farms would 
make men mare hirelings; they would become no longer responsible for the 
success of their work. Thus, this system, even if it could be made financially 
profitable among Negro cotton farmers - a concession not made- is not 
^See Appendix D (1). 
^John D. Black, Agricultural Reform in the United States, pp. 363-373. 
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believed to be a forward step. 
"Chain farming," or tenant farming with close supervision, a 
system in which the tenant and his family, living together and working 
together, have a chance by industrious and frugal living to mount the 
ladder toward ownership and independence, has much to recommend itself. 
But unfortunately, the system has clothed many abuses in the Southern 
regions, drained instead of succored those who sought to go forward, and 
for this reason constitutes bonds from which to escape instead of arrows 
that point the way to a better life. 
Measures advocating larger farms and diversification, also be¬ 
long to that group which are "not for Negroes." It has already been shown 
that wegro farmers, 50 per cent of the entire agricultural population 
1 
of the state 10 years and over are but 4.89 per cent of her owners. Table 
II shows that from 40 per cent to 81 per cent of Negro farmers are tenants 
and from 59 per cent to 86 per cent of tenants are croppers who have little 
voice in determining which crop shall be planted. Hence, there is very 
little the Negro farmer can do in the way of diversification. Obviously, 
what the Negro needs is a farm. 
The case for cooperation is strongly put by W. C. Matney. He 
2 
says: 
"Cooperative industrial and commercial enterprise is the basis 
on which the Negro can become an economic power. It is the method by 
which the Negro race can marshal its forces in the most effective manner 
for the good of the race. It is the method by which Negroes can get 
control of natural resources, produce on their own farms, do their own 
manufacturing, distribute through their own stores, have their own banks, 
and not be controlled by prejudice of the white man's economic order. It 
is the method that will give diversification in business and in industry. 
All Negroes are consumers, and all Negroes would be owners in the co- 
operative-economic order, owning and buying from themselves, working there¬ 
by for themselves, promoting the welfare âf the race. This would give 
the Negro financial, industrial and economic activity that is impossible 
otherwise." 
Moreover, cooperation has had astounding growth in European 
countries and in America. In 1927 it was touching more than 50,000,000 
^■Chapter II, p. 34. 
2Crisis. January 1930, p. 12. 
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1 
families in 36 countries of the world. It has helped to change the life 
a 
of the people of Ireland; it has brought Denmark from poverty to pros- 
3 
parity. In America, a country solidly individualistic, cooperation has 
not made such progress as in other countries, hut its strength is phenomenal 
in the dairying and poultry industries, and to a lesser extent in the grocery 
. 4 
business and farm insurance. 
Has it anything to offer Negro cotton farmers of Georgia? jrirst 
of all, it Is established in our study that the Negro is no ordinary 
sufferer; his case is chronic. He needs money, ye3, but opportunity more. 
One who studies the structural basis of tenantry^ will find it in theory 
to be well adaptèd to the rise of meritorious individuals. The lowest 
tenant, entering into the farming occupation without knowledge or ex¬ 
perience or tools may learn the business and rise into the higher ranks 
in proportion as he is industrious and capable. In the meantime, he has 
had a heme in which to live with his family and that he may call his own. 
In pratice, however, no such system exists. Abuses are so wide¬ 
spread that the Negro farming population is kept in a perpetual state of 
unrest. Ignorance is rampant among both masters and servants. Appre¬ 
hension of injury to person or property abides constantly with Negro 
farmers, as much perhaps with those who are farm owners as others. The 
entire community is a latent valcano which at any moment may burst forth 
with immunity. What can cooperation offer the weakest of these people? - 
income? education? protection? housing and sanitation? health? 
^arhasse, J. P..Cooperative Democracy, p. 13. 
®Smith-Gordon, Rural Reconstruction in Ireland, 1917* 
3Chris Christensen, Agricultural Cooperation in Denmark. 
4 
Chris Christensen, Farmers* Cooperative Association in the United 
States. 
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It follows that the first consideration is to determine which 
of the foregoing needs cooperation will fill; and the second, to learn 
what effect such gain will have on the general well-being of the group. 
The requisites for cooperative enterprise* are, according to Mr. Matney: 
land, labor, capital and management* 
"Land includes all natural resources, crops, minerals, water, 
lumber* Land supplies the raw material of production, and affords the 
opportunity for the extractive industries. Labor includes labor of brain 
as well as labor of hand. The mental tasks are specialized, and pper- 
formed by highly trained engineers, mechanics and executives. The 
manual tasks require obedience to orders and instructions worked out by 
management. Capital includes machinery, and all articles of value used 
for further production. Money is the productive agent. Management co¬ 
ordinates land, labor and capital into a going concern."1 
Now, the factor likely to be of greatest concern is that of 
land; labor is plentiful, and capital and management might be secured. The 
number of Negro landowners in Georgia is1 4.8 per cent of the number of 
* 2 
gainful workers in agriculture, and the number of tenants 33.4 per cent. 
59 to 86 per cent of the tenants being croppers this group may be classed 
as landless, since they are for the moat part without voice in the dis¬ 
posal of the commodities they produce, or the farm supplies they use. In 
addition, those having landholdings are not concentrated but distributed 
over wide, areas at varying distances from centers of population and 
markets. This fact, however, while affecting profits and limiting contact 
among oooperators, need not make cooperation impossible, An energetic 
.business 
organizer and later a well-managed/ought to overcome these difficulties. 
As for other circumstances such as reprisals which may conceivably wreck 
a movement of this sort, the answer is that in two or three centers in the 
State a program with cooperative features is meeting tolerable financial 
3 
success* 
Crisis, January 1930, p. 11* 
2Table 9, Chapter II. 
®The centers referred to are those at the following places: 
(1) Log Cabin Community, Mayfield, Georgia, Hancock County, 
(2) Winston, Georgia, Douglas County* 
(3) Savannah, Georgia, Chatham County. 
And yet, it is a subject of conjecture how much a few pennies 
gain in income will help the average Negro cotton farmer. It is granted 
that in the usual case income is of primary importance, profoundly in¬ 
fluencing the plane of life enjoyed by the family. Chapin suggests cases, 
(l)where the income is so small that the family cannot be maintained, but 
is broken up; (2) where the income is inadequate to the maintenance of 
a normal standard, but the family is kept together, living on a plane 
below the requirements for the working efficiency of the parents and the 
healthful bringing up of the children; (3) where the income, adequate in 
amount, but adequate only because the wages of the father are supplemented 
by the earnings of his wife and children; (4) where the income adequate 
in amount, but made adequate by taking in lodgers or boarders; and where 
(5) families with adequate income, derived from sources such that the well- 
1 
being of the family is not impaired. 
These cases suggest the influence of income. When, however, one 
considers such instances as are presented in the cases of Chapter III and 
remembers the strength of time-evolved attitudes and prejudices toward 
Negroes and their "place," the importance of increased income dwindles, 
and search begins for a plan that will mitigate the force of the vice- 
like grip of conditions peculiar to the region we are studying. 
The Plan.- In the opinion of the writer any plan for the de¬ 
velopment of rural life among Negroes in the cotton raising section of 
Georgia will fall short of its purpose if it fails (1) to synthesize those 
elements among both black and white races which tend to produce mutual 
distrust and unrest; and (2) to utilize the resources of the community 
in the production of wealth. Accordingly, the plan proposed in this 
thesis is both social and economic in character, embracing features of 
community organization and cooperative, enterprise. It consists of 
(1) definitely training leaders; (2) enlisting the intelligence and 
.ornas D. Eliot, American Standards and Planes of Living, pp. 321-322* 
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enthusiasm of the community in support of common programs; (3) organizing 
and keeping active interracial bodies; (4) developing cooperative business 
enterprise. 
Training Leaders.- It is proposed to raise the quality of leader¬ 
ship within the rural communities by definitely training leaders in the 
methods of community organization. Persona who already hold responsible 
positions within a given area and have its welfare at heart are fit sub¬ 
jects for training, but others should be helped who expect to dijell in 
rural regions. Such training should be individual and adapted to specific 
problems which are peculiar to the area to which a given person will go, 
but it whould also be broad enough to disclose the relation of the place 
to other places. Periodical conferences might be held among the leaders 
from the various sections. 
Enlisting the Intelligence and Enthusiasm of the Community in 
Support of Common Programs.- À trained leader as prepared above will 
enlist the intelligence and enthusiasm of the community in support of 
common programs. He will stimulate the birth and growth of organization 
which will vigorously endorse education for all, supervise recreational 
and leisure-time activities, glorify health; in short, he will exert his 
energies toward stirring the people of his religion to do for themselves 
whatever is necessary for their greater comfort and living. 
Organizing and Keeping Active Interracial Bodies.- Such organi¬ 
zations can be made centers creating good-will between races and adjusting 
points of cleavage. In the mind of the writer such organizations are in¬ 
dispensable to permanent and peaceful development. 
developing Cooperative Business Enterprise.- Cooperative business 
enterprise being a highly technical way of doing business and requiring 
skill and intelligence among its component memberships, it is suggested 
that the movement be inaugurated in the following manner (1) a period 
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of education, in the possible achievements of cooperative business^ (2) a 
survey 6f the practicability of forms of cooperative enterprise within 
the area; (3) a religious and social appeal for solidarity in the under¬ 
taking; (4) a stimulation of interest by prizes and public acclaim; (5) a 
federation of cooperative units over large areas. 
The program suggested above is offered to meet the needs of Negro 
farmers in the cotton counties of Georgia. It is designed to grow out 
of a given community area, itself. It assumes that the best way of helping 
people is to stimulate them to use their own latent powers and resources* 
Community organization and cooperative business, being two aspects of the 
same principle, associative effort, give harmony and balance to the pro¬ 
gram, each phase supplementing the other. In this way it is firmly be¬ 
lieved a promising beginning can be made. In this way the Georgia cotton 





which, in 1930 had 20,000 or more 
arable land in Cotton.) 
acres of its 
1. Banks 24. Forsyth 47. Oglethorpe 
2. Barrow 25. Franklin 48. Paulding 
3• Bartow 26. Gordon 49. Pike 
4* Bleckley 27, Gwinnett 50. Polk 
5. Brooks 28. Hall 5, Pulaski 
6. Bullock 29. Harjr 52. Randolph 
7. Burke 30* Heard 53. Screven 
8. Calhoun 31. Henry 54. Sumter 
9. Carroll 32. Houston 55. Taylor 
10. Chattooga 33. Irwin 56. Telfair 
11. Cherokee 34. Jackson 57. Terrell 
12. Cobb 35. Jefferson 58. Treutlen 
13. Coffee 36. Jenkins 60. Troup 
14. Colquitt 37. Johnson 61. Turner 
15. Coweta 38. Laurena 62. Walton 
16. Crisp 39. Macon B3. Warren 
17. Dodge 40. I&idison 64. Washington 
18. Dooly 41. Meriwether 65. Wheeler 
19. Early 42. Mitchell 66. Wilcox 
20. Elbert 43. Montgomery 67* Wilkes 
21, Emanuel 44.Morgan 68. Worth 
22. Fayette 45. Newton 
23. Floyd 46. Oconee 
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APPENDIX B 
CHANGES IN COUNTY BOUNDARIES 1870 - 1930 
Appling - Part taken to form part of Jeff Davis in 1905* 
Banks - Part of Jackson annexed between 1870 and 1880* 
Barrow - Parts of Walton and Gwinnett annexed in 1910. 
Ben Hill - Organized from parts of Irwin and Wilcox in 1906. 
Berrien - Part taken to form part of Tift in 1905; part taken to form 
Cook in 1919 and Lanier in 1921. 
Bleckley - Parts of Pulaski annexed between 1910 and 1920. 
Bullock - Part talc en to form part of Jenkins in 1905 and Candler in 1914. 
Burke - Part taken to form part of Jenkins in 1905. 
Campbell - Part taken to form Douglass in 1877; part of Fayette annexed 
in 1870. 
Carroll - Part of Douglas annexed in 1877. 
Clarke - Part taken to form Oconee in 1875; part of Oglethorpe annexed 
in 1906. 
Clayton - Part annexed to Fulton in 1908 and 1929. 
Clinch - Part taken to form Lanier in 1921. 
Coffee - Part taken to form part of Jeff Davis in 1905 and Atkinson in 1919. 
Columbia - Part taken to form part of McDuffie in 1870. 
Cook - Pafct annexed from Berrien between 1910 and 1920. 
Cris# - Organized from part of Dooly in 1905* 
Decatur - Part taken to form part of Grady and Seminole in 1921. 
Dodge - Organized from parts of Montgomery, Pulaski, and Telfair in 1870. 
Dooly - Parts taken to form Crisp and part of Turner in 1905. 
Douglas - Organized from part of Campbell in 1870; part annexai to Carroll 
in 1877. 
Emanuel - Parts taken to form parts of Jenkins and Toombs in. 1905, and 
Candler in 1919. 
Fayette - Part annexed to Campbell in 1870. 
Franklin - Part taksn to form part of Stephens in 1905. 
Fulton - Part of Glayton annexed in 1908 and of Milton in 1926-1929, 
Grady - Organized from parts of Decatur and Thomas in 1905, 
Gwinnett - Part taken to form part of Barrow in 1915, 
Habersham - Part taken to form part of Stephens in 1905, 
Henry - Part taken to form part of Rockdale in 1870. 
Houston - Part taken to form part of Peach in 1925 and îfocon in 1918* 
Irwin - Parts taken to form parts of Tift and Turner in 1905, and part of 
Ben Hill in 1906, 
Jackson - Parts annexed to Banks between 1870 and 1880, 
Jeffe Davis - Organized from parts of Appling and Coffee in 1905, 
Jenkins - Organized from parts of Bullock, Burke, Smanuel and Screven in 1905, 
Jones - Organized from parts of Monooe and Pike in 1921, 
Lanier - Organized from parts of Berrien, Clinch, Lowndes in 1921, 
Liberty - Part of McIntosh annexed in 1871, 
Lowndes - part taken to form Lanier in 1921, 
Me Duffie - Organized from parts of Columbia and Warren in 1870, 
McIntosh - Part anneied to Liberty in 1871, 
Macon - Part annexed from Houston in 1925, 
Milton - Part annexed to Fulton in 1926, 
Monroe - Part annexed to Lanier in 1921, 
Montgomery - Parts taken to form part of Dodge in 1870 and part of Toombs 
in 1905, Wheeler and Treutlen between 1910 and 1920, 
Newton - Part taken to form part of Rockdale in 1870, 
Oconee - Organised from part of Clarke in 1875, 
Oglethorpe - Part annexed to Clark in 1906* 
Peach - Drganized from part of Houston and Macon in 1925, 
Pike - Part taken to form Lamar in 1921, 
Polk - Part taken to form Bleckley in 1913, 
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Pulaski - Part taken to form part of Dodge in 1870* 
Rockdale » Organized from parts of Henry and NQWton in 1870, 
Screven - Part taken to form part of Jenkins in 1905* 
Seminole - Organized from part of Decatur in 1921, 
Stephens - Organized from parts of Franklin and Habersham in 1905. 
Tattnall - Part taken to form part of Toombs in 1905* 
Talfair - Part taken to form part of Dodge in 1870* 
Thomas - Part taken to form part of Grady in 1905. 
Tift - Organized from parts of Berrien, Irwin, and Worth in 1905* 
Toombs - Organized from parts of Emanuel, Montgomery, and Tattnall in 1905. 
Turner - Organized from parts of Dooly, Irwin, Wilcox, and Worth in 1905. 
Walton - Patron taken to form part of Barrow in 1915. 
Warren - Part taken to form part of McDuffie in 1870. 
Wilcox - Parts taken to form part of Tuener in 1905 and part of Ben Hill 
in 1906. 
Worth. - Parts taken to form part of Tift and Turner in 1905. 
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APPENDIX _ C> 
-J Xi 
A STUDY OF SEVERAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
LOCATED IN 52 GEORGIA COUNTIES 1933, 
Method,- This questionnaire was given to rural Georgia teachers 
who composed three classes in Rural Education at one of the State Summer 
Schools in 1933, A period of time was spent in class discussion of the 
answers supplied. 
(Number of Questionnaires filled 146 ) 
The County in which you teach   
52 counties were named. They are Ben Hill, Bibb, Bleckley, Burke, 
Butts, Calhoun, Campbell, Carroll, Clay, Cobb, Coweta, DeKalb, Dodge, Daoglass, 
Emanuel, Fayette, Greene, Hancock, Harris, Heard, Henry, Houston, Jasper, 
Jefferson, Johnson, Lamar, Laurens, McDuffie, I*fe»iweather, Monroe, Montgomery, 
Morgan, Newton, Pike, Pulaski, Putman, Ricglmond, Spalding, Taliaferro, Taylor, 
Treutlen, Troup, Turner, Twiggs, Upson, Warren, Washington, Wilkes, Wilkin¬ 
son, Floyd, Talbot, Wheeler* 
Size of school in which you teach(nu#ber of teachers)   
73 one-teacher schools; 42 two-teacher schools; 24 more than two 
teachers. 
Kind of State certificate held by you, if any  .   
51 Elementary Licenses; 13 High School licenses; 2 Normal Licenses. 
Is your home in the community in which you teach.....  
72 answered yes. 
If you are a boarder, state how often per month you spend the week-end out 
of your school district.   
21 spent each week-end, or each week-end "I could" away; 14 were 
away on an average of twice a month; 34 lived in the community in which 
they taught not much longer than during the school hours, driving to and 
fro each day* 
School Building 
County owned?   
51 (Some of these teachers were teaching in the same school; 
only 114 separate schools were represented.) 
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Indicate whether your building is: brick* wood, window-paned, ceiled, 
leakes, heated with coal, painted   
4 brick buildings; 110 wood, 97 with window panes; 105 leak; 
63 ceiled; 55 heated "at times" with coal; 38 painted* 
Housing in the Community 
Approximate number of families in your school district   
Lowest number given 10; highest 500* Greatest number fell between 
25 and 75* 
Number of painted homes   
Lowest number 2; highest "several." Greatest number fell between 
6 and 13. 40 papers said "none." 
Number of screened homes......    
Lowest rubber 1; highest "several." Greatest number fell between 
1 and 6. 101 "couldn’t remember any." 
Number of pit-type privies   
Lowest number 1; highest 3. 91 knew of no cases. 
Number of homes with electric lights......  
109 none; 12 with from 1 to 6 (the latter were in the largest places.) 
Number wi th telephones      
39 papers answered 1; 8 answered "several." 
Number of homes with radios.. pianos..... .victrolas... .automobiles  
An average of 1.3 radios per community; 0.8 pianos or organs; 
4.5 victrolas; 7.1 automobiles of one sort or the other. 
Sanitation 
Do you know of instances where the well is located near the barn   
119 teachers knew of some. 23 knew of cases where the well was 
so situated that drainage from the stables would be likely to reach it. 
Are front yards and back yards well kept? Sxplain...   
Many front yards have flowers but they are poorly arranged. Many 
have cotton in the front yard. Many are filled with holes by the activity 
of pigs which become pools of slimy water when it rains. Back y=trds are 
generally untidy, being crowded with wash tubs, pig lots, potato hills, 
clothes lines, and chicken coops. 
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Location of Negro Homes and Fartas in Respect to Soils and Roads» 
Where do Negroes live - on the main roads, or on the side roads?  
Agreed that they live on the side roads for the most part. 
Type of land...  
Agreed that it is generally below the average in fertility* Negro 
owners particularly come into possession of the land that white farmers did 
not want. There are many instances, however, tifoere Negro farmers have among 
the best land in the community. 
(As to location of Negro farms, it brought out that - highways vdiich formerly 
passed in front of white property, on being straightened pass in front of 
Negro farms which were located in the rear of white farms. Much improvement 
of roads has taken place in the last five or ten years.) 
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APPENDIX J> (1) 
Form No. I 
U. S. Départirent of Agriculture 
Agricultural Adjustment Production Division 
November 29, 1933. 
State... County or parish Serial No  
1934 and. 1935 'COTTON ACREAGE REDUCTION. CONTRACT. Pur suant to the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act, approved May 12, 1933. 
The undersigned  
(type or print name) 
Post Office Address   
(R.F.D.) (Box No.) (Post Office) (State) 
Hereinafter referred to as the "producer” owning, renting, managing for cash 
as share-tenant a farm consisting of  acres. 
Situated      .from.  
(miles and direction) 
on Road, in (town, township, beat,ward 
of County, Parish, State of   
or described as the   
of Section  
township range from  
(miles and direction) (town) 
in County. .State of ....hereinafter re¬ 
ferred to as "this farm" hereby offers to enter into a contract with the 
Secretary of Agriculture (hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary")upon 
the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth and subject to such regulations 
or administration rulings, (which shall) be part of the terms and conditions 
of this contract) as have been heretofore or may hereafter be prescribed 
by the Secretary relating to 1934-35 Cotton Acreage Reduction Contracts. 
This offer shall become a binding contract when accepted by the Secretary. 
PERFORMANCE BY PRODUCER 
The Producer shall: 
1. Reduce the acreage to be planted in cotton in 1934 on this farm 
by not less than thirty-five per cent (35$) and not more than forty-five (45$) 
per cent below the base acreage(provided, however, that the total reduction 
of all producers offering to enter into 1934 and 1935 Cotton Acreage Re¬ 
duction Contracts with the above named county or parish shall not exceed 
forty per cent (40$ of the total base acreage of such producers), and hereby 
rants... ..acres of cotton land equal to ..per cent of the base 
acerage to the Secretary for the year 1934. Reduce the acreage planted to 
cotton In 1935 on this farm by an amount not to exceed twenty-five per cent 
(25$) below the base acreage, said amount, if any, to be prescribed by the 
Secretary and said number of acres is hereby rented to the Secretary for the 
year 1935. 
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APPENDIX D, (2) 
BANKHEAD COTTON BILL 
(Public - No. 169 - 73d Congress) 
( H. R. 8402) 
AN ACT 
To place the cotton industry in a sound commercial basis, to 
prevent unfair competition and practices in putting cotton into the channels 
of interstate and foreign commerce, to provide funds for paying additional 
benefits under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes. 
Section 2. The provisions of this Act shall be effective only 
with respect to the crop years 1934-1935, but if the President finds that 
the economic emergency in cotton production and marketing will continue 
or is likely to continue to exist so that the application of this Act 
with respect to the crop year 1935-1936 is imperative in order to carry 
out the policy declared in Section 1, he shall so proclaim and this Act 
shall be effective with respect to the crop year 1935-1936. 
Section 3. (a) When the Secretary of Agriculture finds, for the 
crop year 1935-1936, if the provisions of this Act are effective for such 
crop year, that two thirds of the persons ïèo have the legal or equitable 
right as owner, tenant, share-cropper, or otherwise to produce cotton on 
any cotton farm^or part thereof, in the United States for such crop year 
favor a levy of a tax on the ginning of cotton in excess of an allotment 
made to meet the probable market requirements and determine that such a 
tax is required to carry out the policy declared in section I, the Secre¬ 
tary shall ascertain from an investigation of the available supply of 
cotton and the probable market requirements the quantity of cotton that 
should be alloted, in accordance with the policy declared in section I, 
for marketing in the channels of interstate and foreign commerce, from 
production of cotton during the succeeding cotton crop year, exempt from 
the payment of taxes thereon. 
(b) The allotment so ascertained shall be proclaimed by the 
Secretary of Agriculture at least sixty days prior to the beginning of 
such succeeding crop year and shall be apportioned by him herein pro¬ 
vided. 
(c) For the crop year 1934-1935 ten million bales hereby fixed 
as the maximum amount of cotton of the crop harvested in the crop year 
1924-1925, that may be marketed exempt from payment of the tax levied 
herein. Sxcept as provided in Section 2, the allotment plan and the 
tax is hereby declared to be in effect for the crop yaar 1934-1935. 
Section 4. (a) There is hereby levied and assessed on the ginning 
of cotton harvested during a crop year with respect to which this Act is 
in effect, a tax at the rate per pound of the lint cotton produced from 
ginning, of 50 per centum of the average central market price per ponnd 
of lint cotton, but in no event less than 5 cents per pound* If the cotton 
was harvested during a crop year with respect to which the tax is in effect, 
the tax shall apply even if the ginning occurs after the expiration of 
such crop year. 
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APPORTIONMENT 
Section 5. (a) Nhen an allotment is made, in order to prevent 
unfair competition and unfair trade practices in marketing cotton in the 
channels of interstate ahd foreign commerce, the Secretary of Agriculture 
shall apportion to the several cotton-producing States the nimber of bales 
the marketing of which may be exempt from the tax herein levied, which 
shall be determined by the ratio of the average number of hales pro¬ 
duced in each State during the five crop years preceding the passage of 
this Act to the average number of bales produced in all the States during 
the same period: Provided, however, that no State shall receive an 
allotment of less than two hundred thousand bales of cotton if in any 
one year of five years prior to this date the production of the State 
equalled two hundred and fifty thousand bales. It is prima facia presumed 
that all cotton and its processed products will move in interstate or 
foreign commerce. 
(b) The amount allotted to each State (less the amounts allotted 
under Section 8} shall be apportioned by the Secretary of Agridulture to 
the several counties in such State on a basis and ratio, applied to such 
counties, similar to that set forth in sub-section (a), except that, for 
the pruposes of this sub-section, there shall be excluded from the calcu¬ 
lation of the average production of cotton in any county an amount of 
cotton produced in such county during any crop year or ysars during which 
the Secretary of Agriculture finds that production of cotton in such 
county was reduced so substantially by unusual 'drought, storm flood, insect 
pests, or other uncontrollable natural cause that the inclusion of the 
cotton produced in such crop year or years would result in an apportion¬ 
ment to such county based upon an abnormally low production of such county, 
and in such cases the average production shall be calculated on the basis 
of the crop years and production of the years remaining of the period set 
forth in sub-section (a). 
APPLICATIONS FOR CERTIFICATES 
Section 6. A producer of cotton desiring to secure a' tax ex¬ 
emption certificate my file an application therefor with the agent 
designated by the Secretary of Agriculture, accompained by à statement 
under oath showing the approximate quantity of cotton produced on the lands 
presently owned, rented, share-cropped, or controlled by the applicant 
during a representative period fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture, and 
also the number of acres of land in said lands in actual cultivation for 
the three preceding years, and the quantity of cotton, in the best judg¬ 
ment of the applicant, said land would have produced if all the cultivated 
lqnd had been planted in cotton. Said application shall state any other 
facts which may be required by the Secretary of Agriculture• No certi¬ 
ficate of exemption shall be issued and no allotment shall be made to any 
producer unless be agrees to comply with such conditions and limitations 
on the production of agricultural commodities by him as the Secretary of 
Agriculture may, from time to time prescribe to assure the cooperation of 
such producer in the reduction programs of the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration and to prevent expansion on lands leased by the Government 
of competitive production by 3uch producer of agricultural commodities 
other than cotton and the allotment of and certificates of exemption issued 
to any producer shall he subject to revocation on violation by him of such 
conditions and limitations, and no criminal penalities shall apply to the 
violation of this provision. 
Section 7. (a) The amount of cotton allotted to any county 
pursuant to section 5 (b) shall be apportioned by the Secretary of Agri¬ 
culture to farms on which cotton has been grown within such county. Such 
allotments to any farm shall be made upon application therefor and may 
be made by the Secretary based upon - 
(1) A percentage of the average annual cotton production of the farm 
for a fair representative period; or 
(2) By ascertaining the amount of cotton the farm would have produced 
during a fair representative period if all the cultivated land had 
been planted to cotton, and then reducing such amount by such per¬ 
centage (which shall be applied uniformly within the county to all 
farms £o which the allotment is made under this paragraph) as will 
be sufficient to bring the total of the farm allotments within the 
countyTs allotment; or 
(3) Upon such basis as the Secretary of Àgricutlùre deems fair and 
just, and will apply to all farms to which the allotment is made 
under this paragraph uniformly, within the county, on the basis of 
classification adopted. The Secretary of Agriculture, in determining 
the manner of allotment to individual farmers, shall provide that the 
farmers who have voluntarily reduced their cotton acreage shall not 
b9 penalised in favor of those farmers who have not done so, 
(b) After the crop year 1934-1935 the apportionment shall not 
be on the basis set out in paragraph (l) ofl sub-section (a) of this 
section. 
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APPENDIX E (1) 
FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION - NATIONAL ORGANIZATION 
GOVERNOR 
LAND BANK COMMIS¬ 
SIONER 
Supervises- 
12 land banks 
4662 Nat. Farm 
Loan Ass’ns 
2 Deputy Governors 


























FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION - REGIONAL AND LOCAL ORGANIZATION 
A LAND BAM DISTRICT 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
of the four institutions listed below 
also Distrist Counsel of the- Farm Credit Administration 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
General Agent of the Farm Credit Administration 
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APPENDIX E (2) 
FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION 
Function, 
To unify the activities of various Government loan Agencies created 
to help farmers. 
To prevent farmers from losing their mortgaged farqjs. 
To help farmers finance planting and harvesting crops. 
To advance loans to cooperatives. 
Function of the Agencies of the Farm Credit Administration, 
1, Federal Land Banks 
A, To make loans for purchases of land for farm use 
B, To make loans for purchase of equipment, fertilizer, livestock 
of mortgaged farms, 
C, To make loans for purchase of buildings and farm improvements* 
D, To make loans for liquidation of debts of mortgaged land incurred 
to January 1, 1933, 
E, To make loans for general agricultural uses, 
F, To make loans up to $50,000 to one individual through iMational 
Farm Loan Associations, 
2, Banks for Cooperatives 
A, To make loans to Sooperative Associations to assist in: 
(1) Merchandising farm commodities 
(2) Purchase of marketing facilities 
(Interest rate not to exceed 6$ per annum) 
Loans to be amortized over a period not 
greater than 20 years. 
3, Intermediate Credit Bank 
A. To make loans to credit or financing institutions such as State 
and National banks, livestock loan companies, agricultural 
corporations, 
B. To make loans to farmer*s cooperative marketing and purchasing 
associations, secured by warehouse receipts, bill of lading; or 
chattle mortgages on livestock to 75$ of market value collateral. 
(Above instruments shall mature in not les3 than 6 months, 
nor more than 3 years.) 
4, Production Credit Cooperation 
A. To invest funds in preferred class A stock of production credit 
associations, 
B. To make loans for periods of 1 year to 3 years. 
5, National Farm Loan Association 
A, To lend money to individuals upon the purchase of stock in the 
association to the amount of 5 per cent of the loan. 
6. Production Credit Association. 
A. To make loans to farmers for general purposes, including the pro¬ 
duction and harvesting of crops, the breeding, raising, and 
fattering of livestock, and the production of livestock and 
poultry products. 
B. (Loans are made upon liens on livestock, work-stock and crops, 
but also the applicant's net and personal character, a.3 well as 
his ability to repay the loan from the proceeds of the salable 
crops and livestock products of the farm. Two classes of stock 
are issued: A and B, "A" stock "B" stock share equally in divi¬ 
dend distributions, but the farmer is non-voting. Borroværmnst 
$5. of "B" stock for every $100* borrowed. Associations may be 
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